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Introduction

The Alabama Educator Instructional Supports: Mathematics is a companion to the 2019 Alabama Course 
of Study: Mathematics for Grades K–12. Instructional supports are foundational tools that educators may 
use to help students become independent learners as they build toward mastery of the Alabama Course of 
Study content standards. Instructional supports are designed to help educators engage their students in 
exploring, explaining, and expanding their understanding of the content standards.

The content standards contained within the course of study may be accessed on the Alabama State 
Department of Education (ALSDE) website: https://www.alabamaachieves.org/. When examining these 
instructional supports, educators are reminded that content standards indicate minimum content—what all 
students should know and be able to do by the end of each grade level or course. Local school systems may 
have additional instructional or achievement expectations and may provide instructional guidelines that 
address content sequence, review, and remediation.

The instructional supports are organized by standard. Each standard’s instructional support includes a 
statement of the content standard, guiding questions with connections to mathematical practices, key 
academic terms, and additional resources.

Content Standards

The content standards are the statements from the 2019 Alabama Course of Study: Mathematics that define 
what all students should know and be able to do at the conclusion of a given grade level or course. Content 
standards contain minimum required content and complete the phrase “Students will ______.”

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices

Guiding questions are designed to create a framework for the given standards and to engage students in 
exploring, explaining, and expanding their understanding of the content standards provided in the 2019 
Alabama Course of Study: Mathematics. Therefore, each guiding question is written to help educators 
convey important concepts within the standard. By utilizing guiding questions, educators are engaging 
students in investigating, analyzing, and demonstrating knowledge of the underlying concepts reflected in 
the standard. An emphasis is placed on the integration of the eight Student Mathematical Practices.

The Student Mathematical Practices describe the varieties of expertise that mathematics educators at all 
levels should seek to develop in their students. They are based on the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics process standards and the strands of mathematical proficiency specified in the National 
Research Council’s report Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics.

https://www.alabamaachieves.org/
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The Student Mathematical Practices are the same for all grade levels and are listed below.

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

Each guiding question includes a representative set of sample activities and examples that can be used in the 
classroom. The set of activities and examples is not intended to include all the activities and examples that 
would be relevant to the standard.

Key Academic Terms

These academic terms are derived from the standards and are to be incorporated into instruction by the 
educator and used by the students.

Additional Resources

Additional resources are included that are aligned to the standard and may provide additional instructional 
support to help students build toward mastery of the designated standard. Please note that while every 
effort has been made to ensure all hyperlinks are working at the time of publication, web‑based resources 
are impermanent and may be deleted, moved, or archived by the information owners at any time and 
without notice. Registration is not required to access the materials aligned to the specified standard. Some 
resources offer access to additional materials by asking educators to complete a registration. While the 
resources are publicly available, some websites may be blocked due to Internet restrictions put in place by 
a facility. Each facility’s technology coordinator can assist educators in accessing any blocked content. Sites 
that use Adobe Flash may be difficult to access after December 31, 2020, unless users download additional 
programs that allow them to open SWF files outside their browsers.

Printing This Document

It is possible to use this entire document without printing it. However, if you would like to print this 
document, you do not have to print every page. First, identify the page ranges of the standards or domains 
that you would like to print. Then, in the print pop‑up command screen, indicate which pages you would 
like to print.
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Proportional Reasoning

Develop an understanding of ratio concepts and use reasoning about ratios to solve 
problems.

1. Use appropriate notations [   a __ b   , a to b, a:b] to represent a proportional relationship 

between quantities and use ratio language to describe the relationship between 

quantities .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What is a ratio?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Describe a ratio as a quantitative comparison between two or more sets. Ratios 
can represent part‑to‑part and part‑to‑whole relationships. A ratio can be interpreted as a composed 
unit relating a whole to a part‑to‑part relationship that is repeatable. For example, 2 parts red paint and 
3 parts blue paint can be combined to create a composed unit of a particular shade of purple paint. For 
all quantities of paint in this particular shade of purple, the ratio of red paint to blue paint will be some 
multiple of the ratio 2 to 3. Composed units can also be partitioned into parts that maintain the original 
ratio. For example, a pitcher of juice is made by combining 3 parts concentrate with 5 parts water. A glass of 
the juice would have reduced quantities of concentrate and water in the same ratio as the entire pitcher of 
juice. Additionally, a ratio can be a composed unit representing a part‑to‑whole relationship. For example, a 
fruit salad is made of 6 total cups of fruit, 1 cup of which is strawberries. The ratio of cups of strawberries to 
cups of total fruit salad will be some multiple of the ratio 1 to 6. 

 y Ask students to find real‑world comparisons between two or more sets and represent the part‑to‑
part and part‑to‑whole relationships. 

 y Ask students to discuss how ratios are repeatable and why that is important. For example, use 
a juice concentration as a demonstration. If a juice recipe requires 8 cups water and 2 cups 
powder mix, how can the recipe be increased or decreased as needed and still have the same 
concentration? One possibility is if the recipe is repeated three times, 8 cups of water are 
combined with 2 cups of powder mix three times. In total, 24 cups of water are combined with 
6 cups of powder mix. This illustrates why the ratio 8:2 is the same as the ratio 24:6. Similarly, if 
4 cups of water are combined with 1 cup of powder mix twice, then in total, 8 cups of water are 
combined with 2 cups of powder mix. This illustrates why the ratio 8:2 is also the same as the 
ratio 4:1.
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When is it appropriate to describe a situation using ratios and ratio language?

M.P.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. Create examples and non‑examples 
of ratio situations using ratio language. For example, use “for every” to describe the ratio 4:5 as “for every 
4 dollars, you can buy 5 oranges” or a ratio of 4 dollars to 5 oranges. Additionally, the phrase “for every 
2 yellow beads, there are 3 blue beads” is an example of a part‑to‑part ratio relationship of 2:3. However, 
the situation “Maria is twice as old as her brother Marco. Marco is 5 years old. How old will Maria be in 
2 years?” cannot be described with a ratio, as Maria will not always be twice as old as Marco. 

 y Ask students to practice using ratio language and notation. Provide two whole numbers, in 
context, to the students. Then, ask students to record part‑to‑part ratios of the example using 
ratio language. For example, give students the information that 3 tablespoons of sugar are used to 
make 2 dozen pancakes.

For every 3 tablespoons of sugar in a pancake recipe, the recipe makes 

2 dozen pancakes. Different ways to write the ratio include: 3:2,    3 __ 2   , and 

3 to 2, because for every 3 tablespoons of sugar there are 2 dozen 

pancakes.
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 y Help students to find examples of ratios in real‑world situations. Ask students to describe 
their examples using ratio language and explain why using ratios is appropriate for each 
example. Students should also practice writing the ratio using ratio language for the real‑world 
comparison. In the example shown, a student journal entry references the comparison of the cost 
of potatoes at a particular grocery store.

A real-world example of a comparison that can be represented with a 

ratio is buying potatoes at the grocery store. The cost of 5 pounds of 

potatoes is $6.00. This comparison can be appropriately described with 

a ratio because the relationship is repeatable or decomposable. For 

example, at the same grocery store, 10 pounds of potatoes would cost 

$12.00, and buying 5 pounds of potatoes twice would also cost $12.00. 

Furthermore, 2.5 pounds of potatoes cost $3.00. Different ways to write 

the ratio include: 5:6,    5 __ 6   , 5 to 6, and for every 5 pounds of potatoes the 

cost is $6.00.

 y Ask students to discuss non‑examples of real‑world ratios. Students defend their non‑examples 
with arguments to explain why their examples are not appropriate situations for using ratios. For 
example, students are provided with a situation, such as “Anita has three books and her sister, 
Diana, has two books. Anita and Diana each get two more books.” Make an argument as to why it 
is not appropriate to describe the situation using ratios. A sample student response is shown.

It is not appropriate to describe this situation using ratios because the 

initial comparison of their books is 3:2. After they get more books, the 

comparison is 5:4. If the situation were to be represented with a single 

ratio, the ratio should be repeatable. Repeating the initial ratio of 3:2 

would result in a ratio of 6:4, not 5:4.
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M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Interpret and create a variety of models that illustrate ratio relationships. 
For example, a picture of 4 green cubes and 3 red cubes in a bag has a part‑to‑part ratio of 4 to 3. The 
same bag of cubes would have part‑to‑whole ratios of 4 green cubes to 7 total cubes or 3 red cubes to 
7 total cubes. Additionally, part‑to‑part and part‑to‑whole ratio relationships can be demonstrated with 
geometric models and bar models.

 y Ask students to use a geometric model to identify different ratios that can be created from 
the model. First create a geometric model of a fraction. Then, identify and describe the ratio 
relationships that can be formed from the geometric model. For example, the geometric model 
shown is divided into equal parts, with some parts shaded. Therefore, comparisons of the shaded 
parts, non‑shaded parts, and total parts are possible.

Non-shaded parts to shaded parts... 
Shaded parts to non-shaded parts... 
Shaded parts to total parts...............
Non-shaded parts to total parts........

2:4
4:2
4:6
2:6

 y Ask students to demonstrate comparisons with a bar model. First represent a simple situation 
with a bar model. Then, show how the ratio repeats with a continuation of the bar model. 
For example, the bar model shows 7 tiles used for a bathroom wall, including 2 gray tiles and 
5 white tiles. Using the same ratio of gray tiles to white tiles, a contractor uses 28 total tiles to 
cover a wall. The bar model shows how the contractor determines the total number of gray tiles 
and white tiles that are needed.

2 gray tiles 5 white tiles

7 total tiles
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Key Academic Terms:

ratio, quantity, relationship, part‑to‑part, part‑to‑whole, composed unit

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Introducing ratios!

 y Tutorial: Write a ratio from a word problem

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/426202/introducing-ratios
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_RP-ratios-proportional-relationships/A/1/word-problem-example
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Proportional Reasoning

Develop an understanding of ratio concepts and use reasoning about ratios to solve 
problems.

2. Use unit rates to represent and describe ratio relationships .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What is a unit rate?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Describe a unit rate as a ratio expressed in the form a:b or    a _ b    where the value of 

b is 1. For example, the speed of a car is 55 miles per hour, or    55 miles ______ 1 hour   . Additionally, traveling 110 miles in 

2 hours is a rate that is equivalent to 55 miles per hour because repeating a trip 55 miles in 1 hour two times 

gives the same result. However,    110 miles ______ 2 hours    is not a unit rate because the value of b in that expression is not 1. 

 y Help students to identify unit rates from everyday real‑world contexts. In the following 
examples, students are given the first measure and must determine the missing measure, b, in 
the comparison. Students should justify the second measure, and there can be multiple correct 
answers. Emphasize that what makes a unit rate is not the missing measure itself, but the fact that 
the comparison implies that there is 1 of that measure.

 { Miles per ________

hour: This is a unit rate because it describes the speed of driving as a distance 
traveled in 1 hour. A vehicle that drives 30 miles per hour would cover a distance 
of 30 miles every 1 hour.
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 { Dollars per ________

pound: This is a unit rate because the ratio comparison is expressed as per 
pound, which also means for every 1 pound. Buying food that costs $2 per pound 
means that each time you bought 1 pound of that food, it would cost you $2.

 { Cups per ________

quart: This is a unit rate because it compares the size of a cup to the size 
of 1 quart. Because there are 4 cups per quart, every time you measure out 
1 quart of something, it would be equivalent to measuring out 4 cups.

 y Ask students to write comparisons of measures in the correct form for unit rates given in a variety 
of different ways. In the examples shown, the given situation is provided to students, and each 
response is represented in fraction form.

 { Cynthia makes $10.00 an hour at her job. The unit rate is    10 dollars _______ 1 hour   .

 { A landscaper uses 1 gallon of gas to mow 8 lawns. The unit rate is    8 lawns _____ 1 gallon   .

 { Herman sleeps an average of 7 hours per night. The unit rate is    7 hours _____ 1 night   .
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M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Create a variety of models that illustrate ratio and unit rate relationships. 
For example, given the situation “A restaurant charges $8.00 for 4 chicken strips. How much does the 
restaurant charge for one chicken strip?” draw a visual representation to show the cost for one chicken strip. 
Additionally, a table can be used to model unit rates.

 y Ask students to draw a picture to represent a given situation and use the model to determine the 
unit rate of the situation. For example, the model shown represents the work to determine the 
cost of a car tire when a set of four car tires costs $460.

$460

$115$115$115 $115

Confirm that the unit rate is $115 per tire by observing that buying 1 tire for $115 four times 
results in the same situation as buying 4 tires for $460.

 y Ask students to create a table to model a unit rate of a given situation. For example, students 
created the table shown after they were given the following situation: “A scientist records the 
population of frogs in a nature park. The scientist recorded 120 frogs in 8 acres. What is the 
average number of frogs per acre in the nature park?”

Area (in acres) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Average number of frogs 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120

The table shows that 1 acre with 15 frogs shown eight times results in the same acreage and 
number of frogs as having 8 acres with 120 frogs in it. Therefore, the unit rate is 15 frogs per acre.
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How can unit rate relationships be described?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Describe the meaning of unit rate and use vocabulary correctly when describing 

unit rates. For example, a can of soup costs $1.50 for 12 ounces, so the unit rate, which in this case means 

the number of dollars for exactly one ounce, is found using the proportion    $1.50 _______ 12 ounces    =    $0.125 _____ 1 ounce    = $0.125 

per ounce. The rate could also be thought of in terms of the quantity per dollar. The proportion would 

be    12 ounces _______ $1.50    =    8 ounces ______ $1    = 8 ounces per dollar. Additionally, unit rates can be used to compare two rates that 

would normally be difficult to compare.

 y Ask students to describe a situation and then determine the unit rate, showing the work to do 
the conversion. For example, if it takes Amira 22 minutes and 30 seconds to run 3 miles, what is 
Amira’s average running pace in minutes per mile? A student response is shown.

   22.5 minutes ________ 3 miles    =    7.5 minutes ________ 1 mile    = 7 minutes and 30 seconds per mile

 y Ask students to perform cost comparisons when purchasing items by determining the unit rates 
and comparing them. For example, Yogurt A costs $3.52 for 32 ounces of yogurt and Yogurt B 
costs $0.78 for 6 ounces of yogurt. The given rates are difficult to compare because Yogurt A is 
larger, which might make Yogurt A the better deal, but on the other hand, Yogurt B costs less, 
which might make Yogurt B the better deal. Ask students to determine the unit rates.

Yogurt A:    $3.52 ____ 32 oz.    =    $0.11 ____ 1 oz.   

Yogurt B:    $0.78 ____ 6 oz.    =    $0.13 ____ 1 oz.   

Yogurt A is a better deal because it costs less per ounce.

Key Academic Terms:

ratio, rate, unit rate, quantity, relationship, part‑to‑part, part‑to‑whole, rate of change, per, for every, 
constant rate of change

Additional Resources:

 y Tutorial: Convert to unit rates

 y Tutorial: Rates and unit rates

https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_RP-ratios-proportional-relationships/A/2/rate-to-unit-rate-conversion
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_RP-ratios-proportional-relationships/A/2/rate-and-unit-rates-definition
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Proportional Reasoning

Develop an understanding of ratio concepts and use reasoning about ratios to solve 
problems.

3. Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve mathematical and real-world problems (including 
but not limited to percent, measurement conversion, and equivalent ratios) using a 
variety of models, including tables of equivalent ratios, tape diagrams, double number 
lines, and equations .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can patterns in ratio models be used to solve various ratio problems?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Identify and use patterns in ratio tables to solve various ratio problems. For 
example, given the problem “Julio makes green paint by mixing 4 parts blue paint to every 5 parts yellow 
paint. How many parts yellow paint should Julio use if he wants the same color of green paint and uses 
8 parts blue paint?” solve by making a ratio table. Notice the additive pattern of adding 4 when moving 
down the table from blue to blue and adding 5 when moving down the table from yellow to yellow and the 
multiplicative pattern of multiplying by 1.25 when comparing blue to yellow. Additionally, ratio tables can 
be used to identify subtraction or division patterns to solve ratio problems. 

 y Ask students to create a ratio table to represent and extend a given ratio pattern. For example, 
given the situation “A construction worker uses 6 spacers for every 2 floor tiles when installing 
a bathroom floor,” create a table to represent the number of spacers that are needed for certain 
numbers of tiles that may be used for the flooring.

Number 
of  

Spacers

Number 
of Tiles

6 2

12 4

18 6
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 y Ask students to identify patterns in a ratio table and justify the patterns found. For example, given 

the context “A baker makes 6 cups of caramel sauce by mixing 4 parts sugar with 2 parts butter. 

How many parts sugar should the baker use if he wants the same caramel recipe and uses    1 _ 2    part 

butter?” make a table and respond, as shown.

Sugar 4 8 12 16

Butter 2 4 6 8

The answer is 1 part sugar for    1 __ 2    part butter because the ratio table 

shows the quantity of sugar is twice the amount of the butter and    1 __ 2    

multiplied by 2 is 1.

How can plotting values from a table onto a coordinate plane help solve ratio problems?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Connect ratio tables and the patterns within 
them to their corresponding coordinate pairs on the coordinate plane. For example, notice that the 
coordinate pairs created by ratio tables always create straight lines through the origin. Additionally, the 
straight lines created from the ratio ordered pairs help identify ratio pairs that are not integers. 
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 y Ask students to graph a given ratio table on a coordinate plane and make observations about any 
patterns they identify in the graph. For example, given the part‑to‑whole ratio table, graph and 
make observations, as shown.

Part 3 6 9 12

Whole 5 10 15 20

25

20

15

10

5

0 3 6 9 12 15

y

x

Part

W
ho

le

The ordered pairs created from the part-to-whole ratios create a 
straight line through the origin. For every 5 units of increase on the 
graph, the next point is 3 units to the right.
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 y Ask students to solve a ratio problem with a non‑integer solution. For example, given the 

situation “A car can be driven 19 miles for every    1 _ 2    gallon of gasoline it has. How far can the car be 

driven on 4.25 gallons of gasoline?” create a ratio table and corresponding graph.

Gallons 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Miles 0 19 38 57 76

190

152

114

76

38

0 1 2 3 4 5

y

x

Gallons

M
ile

s

Use the ratio table and graph to estimate the non‑integer solution that 161.5 miles can be driven 
on 4.25 gallons of gasoline.

How can unit rates be used to solve problems?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Demonstrate how a unit rate can be found using a variety of strategies. For 
example, to answer the questions “If 3 pounds of grapes cost $4.20, how much does 1 pound of grapes cost? 
How much do 5 pounds of grapes cost?” use a double number line to find the unit rate of $1.40 and use 
multiplicative thinking to find that 5 pounds of grapes cost $7.00. Additionally, a unit rate can be found by 
modeling the situation with a bar model.
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 y Ask students to determine the unit rate of a given situation by using a double number line. For 
example, given the situation “Davonna gets a paycheck for 1 week of work. She worked 20 hours 
that week. The take‑home pay of the paycheck was $300. How much take‑home pay does 
Davonna earn per hour of work?” create a double number line to solve the problem. An example 
model is shown.

30 600 90 270150 180 210 240 300120
Dollars

31 2 4 50 156 189 10 11 12 13 14 16 17 19 207 8
Hours

The take‑home pay Davonna earns per hour is $15.

 y Ask students to draw a bar model to solve a unit rate problem. For example, the bar model shown 
represents the situation “It takes Natal 32 minutes to complete 8 math problems. How much time, 
in minutes, does it take Natal to complete 1 math problem?”

Math Problems

Minutes

Natal completes 1 math problem in 4 minutes.

What is a percent and how is percent related to ratios?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Apply the concept of percent and connect ratios and percent. For example, define 

a percent as a ratio that is always expressed out of 100, such as 27% =    27 ___ 100   . Additionally, create equivalent 

fractions to express a ratio out of 100 and determine the percentage.

 y Ask students to convert a percent to a ratio. For example, 8% can be represented by the 

fraction    8 ___ 100   , which can also be considered a ratio of 8 to 100. Ask students to find other ratios 

equivalent to    8 ___ 100   , such as    4 __ 50    and    2 __ 25   .
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 y Ask students to convert a ratio to a percent. For example, 11 out of 25 students are in band. The 

fraction    11 __ 25    can be scaled to    44 ___ 100   , determining that 44% of students are in band. Ask students to 

show each step of the conversion.

How can ratio patterns be used to find common percents?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Find patterns and use ratio reasoning to solve percent problems. 
For example, to find 40% of 60, find 10% of 60, which is 6. Then, multiply 6 by 4 to find 24 (40% is 
4 times 10%). Additionally, to find 5% of a number, find 10% of the value and divide it by 2.

 y Ask students to find a percentage of a value and explain their reasoning. For example, given the 
problem “Find 25% of 82,” a student may respond as follows:

I know that 50% of 82 is 41. Then, because I know that 25% is half of 50%, 
I found half of 41 to get the solution of 20.5.

 y Ask students to identify and write general strategies that can be used to solve various percent 
problems. Some examples are provided.

 { To find 60% of a value, first find 10%, and then multiply by 6 because 
10% × 6 = 60%.

 { To find 25% of a value, first find 50%. Then, find half of the 50% value because 
50% ÷ 2 = 25%.

 { To find 75% of a value, first find 50%. Then, find half of the 50% value, which 
is 25%. Lastly, add the 50% value to the 25% value, because 50% + 25% = 75%.

 { To find 20% of a value, first multiply the value by two. Then, find 10% of the 
doubled value, because 2 × 10% = 20%.
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What strategies can be used to find the missing part or whole in a percent problem?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Use a variety of strategies and models to 

solve percent problems that involve finding the whole given the percent, finding the part given the whole, 

and finding the part given the percent. For example, answer the question “What percent of 32 is 8?” by 

recognizing that 8 is    1 _ 4    of 32 and that 25 is    1 _ 4    of 100 to determine that 8 is 25% of 32. Additionally, visual 

models are a useful strategy to solve percent problems.

 y Ask students to explain how to solve a percent problem by writing out the reasoning in words. 
First, give students a percent problem, such as “What percent of 70 is 7?” Then, ask students 
to explain a method to solve the problem using prior knowledge. A sample student response is 
shown.

I know that 70 divided by 7 is 10, so that means 7 is    1 __ 10    (or equivalently,    10 ___ 100   ) 

of 70. Since 7 is    10 ___ 100    of 70, then 7 is 10% of 70.

 y Ask students to create a visual model to represent and solve a percent problem. For example, 
given the problem “What percent of 28 is 7?” create a visual model. An example is shown.

1
47 is     of 28

25%0% 50% 75% 100%

Since 7 is    1 _ 4    of 28, that means 7 is 25% of 28.
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How is ratio reasoning used to convert measurement units within or between customary 
and metric systems?

M.P.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Use a variety of strategies to show patterns of conversion between 
and within measurement systems. For example, using a centimeter/inch ruler simulates a double number 
line and can be used to find the conversion between inches and centimeters. Additionally, use a bar model 
to demonstrate the conversion of liquid measurements.

 y Ask students to determine the number of centimeters in an inch by modeling with a double 
number line. For example, given the problem “Rounded to the nearest tenth, there are 
2.5 centimeters in 1 inch. How many centimeters are in 6 inches?” create a double number line to 
model the answer of about 15 centimeters.

Inches

Centimeters

1 2 30 4 6 7 85

31 2 4 50 156 189 10 11 12 13 14 16 17 19 207 8

 y Ask students to determine the number of cups in a certain number of quarts and use a bar model 
to show the conversion. For example, given the problem “There are 4 cups in 1 quart. How many 
cups are in 5 quarts?” create a bar model to represent the conversion and find the answer of 
20 cups.

Quarts

Cups
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How can the proper unit be determined when solving conversion problems?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Determine the correct unit when solving conversion problems by using the 
context. For example, given that 1 quart is approximately 0.95 liter, when finding how many quarts are in 
3 liters, correctly identify the ending unit as quarts. Additionally, determine the correct units for each part 
of the conversion ratio in a problem in order to have a resulting answer with the appropriate unit.

 y Ask students to complete one‑step conversion problems. For example, “Given 1 ounce is 
approximately 28.35 grams, how many ounces is 113.4 grams?” can be solved by dividing the 
number of grams needed by the number of grams in one ounce, as shown.

113.4 grams ÷ 28.35 grams per ounce = 4 ounces

There are 4 ounces in 113.4 grams.

 y Ask students to show the work of converting a ratio and include unit labels at each step. For 
example, given that there are about 7.62 centimeters in 3 inches, find approximately how many 
centimeters are in 2 feet. Sample work is shown.

2 feet ×    12 inches ______ 1 foot    ×    7.62 centimeters __________ 3 inches    =    2 × 12 × 7.62 ________ 3    centimeters = 60.96 centimeters

The measurements of 2 feet and 60.96 centimeters are equal because the fractions that are being 
multiplied by 2 feet are both equivalent to 1. (The numerator and denominator are equal for each 
fraction.) The units used in the answer are centimeters because the conversion ratios eliminate 
the feet and inches, so there are 60.96 centimeters in 2 feet.
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Key Academic Terms:

ratio, rate, equivalent ratio, table, tape diagram, double number line diagram, equation, coordinate plane, 
unit rate, unit pricing, constant speed, equivalent ratio table, percentage, per 100, quantity, whole, part, 
convert, conversion, measurement, customary system, metric system, bar model, ordered pair, point, plot, 
graph

Additional Resources:

 y Tutorial: Find the missing value

 y Lesson: Finding equivalent ratios

 y Lesson: Who’s faster? Comparing ratios & rates

 y Activity: Friends meeting on bicycles

 y Activity: Tax, tips, and discounts scavenger hunt 

 y Lesson: Ratios and percents 

 y Lesson: Basics of percent 

 y Lesson: Finding percent of a number with diagrams

 y Tutorial: What is dimensional analysis? 

 y Lesson: Converting units 

 y Video: Real‑life math | Zoo keeper, Hoofstock 

 y Video: Scale City | One‑dimensional scaling in the real world 

https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_RP-ratios-proportional-relationships/A/3/3a/equivalent-ratios-table-predict-example
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/576330/finding-equivalent-ratios?from=mtp_lesson
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/443468/review-3-who-s-faster-comparing-ratios-rates?from=mtp_lesson
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/RP/A/3/tasks/137
https://www.scaffoldedmath.com/2018/02/percents-scavenger-hunt.html
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/558013/ratios-and-percents
https://www.homeschoolmath.net/teaching/percent/percent.php
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/558014/finding-percent-of-a-number-with-diagrams
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_RP-ratios-proportional-relationships/A/3/3d/dimensional-unit-analysis-definition
https://curriculum.illustrativemathematics.org/MS/teachers/1/3/4/index.html
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mkaet.math.rp.zkhoofstock/real-life-math-zoo-keeper-hoofstock/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mket.math.rp.dinoworld/one-dimensional-scaling-in-the-real-world/
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Number Systems and Operations

Use prior knowledge of multiplication and division to divide fractions.

4. Interpret and compute quotients of fractions using visual models and equations to 
represent problems .

a . Use quotients of fractions to analyze and solve problems .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the relationship between multiplication and division be used to solve fraction 
division problems?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Explain how to use the concepts of multiplication and division 

to solve fraction division problems and interpret the quotient. For example, when solving    3 _ 4    ÷    2 _ 3   , relate it to 

“How many    2 _ 3    are in    3 _ 4   ?” or    3 _ 4    = a ×    2 _ 3   . Additionally, conceptualize the relationships between dividend, divisor, 

and quotient in a division problem by rewriting the problem using multiplication. 

 y Ask students to identify all the relationships within a fact family comprised of integers. For 

example: 3 × 4 = 12, 4 × 3 = 12, 12 ÷ 3 = 4, and 12 ÷ 4 = 3. Then, create a fact family using 

proper fractions to mirror those same relationships. For example:    1 _ 3    ×    1 _ 4    =    1 __ 12,       
1 _ 4    ×    1 _ 3    =    1 __ 12   ,    1 __ 12    ÷    1 _ 3    =    1 _ 4   , 

and    1 __ 12    ÷    1 _ 4    =    1 _ 3   . Use these relationships to illustrate dividing across.

 y Ask students to rewrite a fraction division problem with an unknown as a fraction multiplication 

problem with an unknown. Then, use the multiplication problem to help solve the division 

problem. For example, the mixed‑number division problem 4   1 _ 2    ÷ ? = 3   3 _ 5    can be rewritten as 

3   3 _ 5    × ? = 4   1 _ 2    or as ? × 3   3 _ 5    = 4   1 _ 2   . Then, the mixed numbers can be changed to improper fractions 

and rewritten as ? ×    18 __ 5    =    9 _ 2   . Finally, both sides of the equation can be divided by    18 __ 5    to determine 

that    5 _ 4    ×    18 __ 5    =    9 _ 2   .
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How can visual fraction models and context be used to solve fraction division problems?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Represent the quotient of two fractions with a visual model and/or context. 

For example, model    1 _ 2    ÷    1 _ 8    with the context of “Marco has    1 _ 2    of a pound of crackers. He makes bags of 

crackers that each weigh    1 _ 8    of a pound. How many bags of crackers does Marco make?” Use a tape diagram 

divided into eighths. Shade    1 _ 2    of the tape diagram, and then find the number of eighths that are in    1 _ 2   , which 

is 4. Additionally, use fraction models to visually represent the quotient of two fractions or the quotient of 

an integer and a fraction. 

 y To model and determine a quotient such as    6 _ 7    ÷    3 __ 14   , ask students to create a number line divided 

into fourteenths.

0 18
14

10
14

12
14

6
14

4
14

2
14

6
7

3
14+ 3

14+ 3
14+ 3

14+ 

The number line shows that    3 __ 14    needs to be added 4 times to reach    6 _ 7   . Therefore,    6 _ 7    ÷    3 __ 14    = 4.
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 y To model and determine a quotient such as 3   1 _ 3    ÷    2 _ 3   , ask students to first represent the number 3   1 _ 3    

using fraction models with shading.

The shaded sections of the models can then be rearranged to show groups of size    2 _ 3   . Finally, count 

the total number of groups to conclude that 3   1 _ 3    ÷    2 _ 3    = 5.
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 y Provide students with a tape diagram that illustrates the quotient of two fractions.

Ask students to interpret what the top row and the bottom row represent. In this case, the top row 

indicates the fraction 2   1 _ 2    while each section in the bottom row indicates the fraction    1 _ 4   . As such, 

the diagram illustrates 2   1 _ 2    divided into groups of    1 _ 4   . Therefore, 2   1 _ 2    ÷    1 _ 4    = 10.

How are remainders interpreted in fraction division?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Explain how the unit changes in fraction division and how that impacts the 

meaning of a remainder. For example, when solving 3   1 _ 2    ÷    3 _ 4   , shade 3   1 _ 2    circles, where 1 circle is 1 unit. Then, 

split each circle into fourths. Now,    3 _ 4    is the unit, so every 3 of the    1 _ 4   ‑sized parts is 1 unit. There are 4 full 

units, with 2 remaining out of 3 parts, so the solution is 4   2 _ 3   . Additionally, use fraction models to visually 

represent the quotient of two fractions, paying special attention to the remaining model sections that do not 

complete a unit. Further, create a simple contextual problem involving fraction division that can be solved 

and interpreted using common measuring devices.
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 y To model, determine, and interpret the remainder of 3   1 _ 6    ÷    1 _ 3   , ask students to represent the 

dividend of 3   1 _ 6    using fraction models with shading.

Then, ask students to represent the divisor of    1 _ 3    using the shaded sections from the fraction 

models.

The division of 3   1 _ 6    ÷    1 _ 3    is asking how many groups of size    1 _ 3    are in 3   1 _ 6   . The unit is now one group of 

size    1 _ 3    instead of one full fraction model. There are 9 whole units of size    1 _ 3    in 3   1 _ 6    with    1 _ 6    of a fraction 

model remaining. While the size of the remainder is    1 _ 6    of a fraction model, the    1 _ 6    is one‑half the 

size of    1 _ 3   , so the fraction part of the quotient is    1 _ 2   . There are 9   1 _ 2    units of size    1 _ 3    in 3   1 _ 6   .
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 y Demonstrate how to determine and interpret the remainder of 2   3 _ 4    ÷    1 _ 3    by asking students to fill a 

container with 2   3 _ 4    cups of water. Then, count how many times a    1 _ 3   ‑cup measuring device can be 

filled completely.

1
3

3
42     ÷

Each     cup is 4 pieces.1
3

is one piece, which is     of a    -cup measuring device.1
4

1
12

1
3

After filling the    1 _ 3   ‑cup measuring device 8 times,    1 __ 12    cup of water remains in the container. To 

determine the fraction part of the quotient, the amount of water remaining in the container needs 

to be measured in terms of the    1 _ 3   ‑cup measuring device. Because the remaining amount of water 

fills up    1 _ 4    of the    1 _ 3   ‑cup measuring device, the full quotient is 8   1 _ 4   .
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Why does multiplying by the reciprocal work when dividing fractions?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Develop, explain, and use the multiplying by the reciprocal rule, 

which states that dividing by a number is equivalent to multiplying by the reciprocal of that number, by 

using a variety of contexts and strategies, such as finding a common denominator and dividing across and 

the knowledge that fractions are division. For example, the quotient of    3 _ 4    and    2 _ 5    can be found by finding a 

common denominator and dividing across:    15 __ 20    ÷    8 __ 20    =    15 ÷ 8 _____ 20 ÷ 20    =    15 ÷ 8 ____ 1    =    15 __ 8   . 

 y Ask students to interpret a divisor as the size of equal parts and the quotient as the number of 

parts to demonstrate why dividing by a number is equivalent to multiplying by the reciprocal of 

that number. For example, to determine 2 ÷    2 _ 5   , ask students to divide two candy bars into fifths 

and circle groups of size    2 _ 5   , as shown in the diagram.

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

There are 5 groups of size    2 _ 5   , so the quotient is 5. Another way to approach the division is to 

observe that dividing the candy bars into five parts multiplies the number of items being divided 

by 5. There are now 10 pieces to divide that are each    1 _ 5    of a candy bar. Ask students to divide 

the candy into groups of size    2 _ 5   , which is the same as groups of 2 pieces. Dividing 10 pieces into 

groups of 2 pieces yields 5 groups. That is, 2 × 5 ÷ 2 = 2 ×    5 _ 2    =    10 __ 2    = 5. Therefore, 2 ÷    2 _ 5    = 2 ×    5 _ 2   .
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 y Ask students to interpret a divisor as the number of equal parts and the quotient as the size of the 

parts to demonstrate why dividing by a number is equivalent to multiplying by the reciprocal of 

that number. For example, to determine 20 ÷ 2   1 _ 2   , divide a rectangle with an area of 20 square units 

into 2   1 _ 2    equal parts.

1
2
 part1 part1 part

Dividing the rectangle into 2   1 _ 2    equal parts is equivalent to dividing it into 5 equal half parts. Each 

half part is    1 _ 5    the size of the rectangle. Therefore, the size of each half part is equal to 20 ×    1 _ 5   . Since 

two half parts make a whole part, the size of a whole part is 20 ×    1 _ 5    × 2, which is equivalent to 

20 ×    2 _ 5   . Observe that    2 _ 5    is the reciprocal of 2   1 _ 2    because 2   1 _ 2    =    5 _ 2   . 

Key Academic Terms:

reciprocal, fraction model, unit, multiply, divide, equivalent, fraction greater than 1

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Relationship of division and fractions

 y Lesson: Dividing fractions within word problems

 y Lesson: Dividing fractions

https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.nf.divandfrac/relationship-of-division-and-fractions/#.X9fthdhKiUk
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/441980/dividing-fractions-within-word-problems?from=cc_lesson
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/441221/dividing-fractions?from=cc_lesson
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Number Systems and Operations

Compute multi-digit numbers fluently and determine common factors and multiples.

5. Fluently divide multi-digit whole numbers using a standard algorithm to solve real-
world and mathematical problems .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How are division algorithms related to each other?

M.P.8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. Develop the standard algorithm by looking 
for general methods from a concrete model and connecting the algorithm to partial quotients or other 
strategies, and evaluate the reasonableness of the solution. For example, use the standard algorithm to solve 
336 ÷ 4, and evaluate the accuracy of the solution by using estimation or by multiplying the quotient by the 
divisor. Additionally, perform the standard division algorithm by including the zeros for each place value. 

 y Ask students to solve the same division problem using partial quotients and the standard 
algorithm, noting the corresponding steps between the methods. For example, the quotient of 861 
and 7 can be solved using either method shown.

7 861
– 700

161
– 140

21
– 21

0

× 100

× 20

× 3

7

3
20

100
861

– 700
161

– 140
21

– 21
0

Partial Quotients Standard Algorithm

Both methods illustrate that the resulting quotient of 123 is derived from the sum of 100 + 20 + 3.
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 y Ask students to solve the same division problem using an area model and the standard algorithm. 
For example, the quotient of 143 and 11 can be solved using either method shown.

Area Model Standard Algorithm

11
10

143
– 110

33

3
33

– 33
0

143 ÷ 11

10 + 3 = 13

11

3
10

143
– 110

33
– 33

0

= 13

Both the area model and the standard algorithm show that there is a total of 13 groups of 11 
in 143.

How can a remainder be interpreted?

M.P.8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. Observe that the remainder in a quotient can 

be expressed as the numerator of a fraction, with the divisor as the denominator. For example, dividing 334 

by 5 is asking the question “How many groups of size 5 are in 334?” There are 66 groups of size 5 with 4 

remaining. The remainder of 4 can be interpreted as    4 _ 5    of a group of size 5. Therefore, there are 66   4 _ 5    groups 

of size 5 in 334. The 4 remaining could also be interpreted as 0.8 or 80% of a group. Additionally, illustrate 

the meaning of a remainder using models. 
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 y Ask students to find the quotient with a remainder. For example, find the quotient of 55 and 20 

by drawing 55 squares and creating as many groups of 20 squares as possible. Then, ask students 

to count the remaining squares that do not complete a group of 20. The remaining 15 squares 

represent 15 parts of a complete group of 20 squares. As such, the remainder of 15 represents    3 _ 4   , 

and the quotient of 55 and 20 is 2   3 _ 4   .

= 1 + 1 + 3
4 = 2 3

4
20
20

20
20

15
20

 y Provide students with a context that involves a quotient with a remainder and ask students to 
draw and explain an illustration. Then, ask students to solve the same problem using the standard 
algorithm and relate the remainder to their illustration. For example, “Joe is placing stickers in a 
sticker book. He has 46 stickers and places 8 stickers on each page. How many pages can Joe fill?”

8
5

46
– 40

6

R 6 = 5    = 5 3
4

6
8

Each page represents a group of 8 stickers. The 6 leftover stickers correspond to the remainder 

of 6 in the algorithm. The remainder represents a number of stickers. However, the 5 in the 

quotient represents a number of pages. To write the quotient as a single mixed number, a 

consistent unit needs to be represented. Create the fraction needed by converting 6 stickers into a 

number of pages, creating the fraction    6 _ 8   .
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Key Academic Terms:

standard algorithm, dividend, divisor, remainder, fraction, fluency, factors, multiples, partial quotient, area 
model

Additional Resources:

 y Video: How can you use base‑ten blocks when dividing?

 y Video: Using base‑ten blocks to divide long division

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3cOmLFnMYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNDjN2p1iDA
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Number Systems and Operations

Compute multi-digit numbers fluently and determine common factors and multiples.

6. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals using a standard algorithm .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How are operations with decimals similar to operations without decimals?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Extend previous knowledge of strategies, including place value, 
models, and the standard algorithm, to perform operations with multi‑digit decimals. For example, the 
product of 2.4 and 1.35 can be determined by representing the numbers as whole numbers by multiplying 
by powers of 10 so that 2.4 × 10 × 1.35 × 100 = 24 × 135. Multiply to find that 24 × 135 = 3,240, and then 
determine the final product by dividing by 1,000 (based on the factors used to convert to whole numbers: 
10 × 100 = 1,000) for a solution of 3.24. Additionally, use decimal grids to illustrate that there is a base‑ten 
connection between decimals and whole numbers. 
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 y Ask students to find the difference of two whole numbers and relate it to the difference of 
decimal numbers. For example, start with the difference of 56 and 12. Note that when 12 ones are 
taken away from 56 ones, the result is 44 ones. Then, ask students to create a decimal grid that 
represents 0.56. Instruct students to cross off 12 hundredths and count the remaining hundredths. 
Emphasize that just as the difference of 56 ones and 12 ones is 44 ones, so too the difference of 
56 hundredths and 12 hundredths is 44 hundredths.

56
– 12

44

0.56
– 0.12

0.44
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 y Ask students to identify the product of 3 and 7. Then, ask students to determine the product 
of 0.3 and 0.7 using a decimal grid where 3 shaded rows represent 0.3 and 7 shaded columns 
represent 0.7.

3
×  7

21

0.3
×  0.7

0.21

Count the total number of squares that are covered by both the shaded rows and the shaded 

columns to conclude that the product of 0.3 and 0.7 is    21 ___ 100    or 0.21. Note that just as 3 × 7 = 21, so 

too 0.3 × 0.7 = 0.21.

How can fractions be used to show that the standard algorithms for multiplication and 
division work with multi-digit decimals?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Verify that when numbers with multi‑digit decimals are 

rewritten as fractions, the same products and quotients are generated as when using the standard 

algorithms. For example, when multiplying 2.4 × 1.35, 2.4 can be represented as    24 __ 10    and 1.35 can be 

represented as    135 ___ 100   . Therefore, 2.4 × 1.35 can be rewritten as    24 __ 10    ×    135 ___ 100    =    3,240
 ____ 1,000    = 3.240. Additionally, use 

visual representations of decimals and their corresponding fractions to confirm products and quotients 

determined using the standard algorithms. 
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 y Ask students to find the quotient of 0.75 and 0.15 using the standard algorithm. Then, ask 

students to represent 0.75 on a decimal grid by shading    75 ___ 100    of the grid. Next, ask students to 

divide the shaded area into groups representing    15 ___ 100   . Finally, ask students to count the total 

number of groups created (which is 5, as shown by the diagram), noting that it corresponds to the 

quotient determined by the standard algorithm.
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 y Ask students to find the product of 0.125 and 0.25 using the standard algorithm.

0.125
× 0.25

625
2500

0.03125

Check the reasonableness of the answer. Since 0.125 is multiplied by a number less than 1, the 

product should be less than 0.125. This indicates that the decimal point in the product cannot 

be next to the 3, 1, 2, or 5 and that the answer is plausible. Then, ask students to convert 0.125 

and 0.25 to fractions so that the product can be determined using an area model. Ask students to 

divide a rectangle into four equal‑sized rows and shade one row to represent    1 _ 4   .

Then, ask students to also divide the same rectangle into eight equal‑sized columns and shade 

one column to represent    1 _ 8   .

The common shading of the rectangle represents    1 __ 32    of the total rectangle, which is equivalent to 

0.03125.
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Key Academic Terms:

standard algorithm, operations, decimals, fractions, fluency, factors, multiples

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Add & subtract decimals

 y Video: Multiplying decimals

https://numberock.com/lessons/adding-subtracting-decimals/
https://numberock.com/lessons/multiplying-decimals/
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Number Systems and Operations

Compute multi-digit numbers fluently and determine common factors and multiples.

7. Use the distributive property to express the sum of two whole numbers with a 
common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common factor .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How are common factors and the distributive property used to rewrite a sum as a 
product?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Observe that if a common factor of two addends is identified, 
then each addend can be rewritten as a product that includes the common factor and that the distributive 
property can then be applied to express the original sum as a multiple of the sum of two whole numbers 
with no common factor. For example, the numerical expression 8 + 14 can be rewritten as 2 • 4 + 2 • 7, 
which is equivalent to 2(4 + 7) after applying the distributive property. This is useful to make mental 
calculations easier, by adding 4 and 7 together and then doubling the sum. Additionally, use visual models 
to illustrate how the sum of two whole numbers can be rewritten using a common factor as a multiple of a 
sum of two whole numbers without a common factor. 

 y Ask students to identify a common factor of the addends 6 and 8 (i.e., 2). Then, ask students to 
first represent 6 as a rectangle with width 2 and length 3 and then 8 as a rectangle with width 2 
and length 4.

2

3

2

4

2

7 = 3 + 4

Emphasize that the sum of the areas of the two rectangles [6 + 8] is equivalent to the width of the 
rectangles multiplied by the sum of the lengths of the rectangles [2(3 + 4)].
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 y Ask students to use simple objects or drawings to illustrate how a sum can be rewritten as a 
product. For example, provide students with 16 paperclips and ask them to create a group of 
6 paperclips (2 by 3 array) and a group of 10 paperclips (2 by 5 array).

6 + 10

After identifying the common factor of 6 and 10 as 2, ask students to use an object like a pencil as 
a horizontal line to divide each group of paperclips into 2 equal parts.

3 + 5

3 + 5

Highlight that the horizontal line has now created 2 groups of 3 and 5. As such, the expression 
6 + 10 is equivalent to the expression 2(3 + 5).
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Key Academic Terms:

common factor, distributive property, multiple, factor, division, inverse operation

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Exploring number patterns to discover common factors

 y Activity: The Wheel Shop

https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/vtl07.math.number.mul.lpfactor/exploring-number-patterns-to-discover-common-factors/#.X9jkPNhKiUk
https://www.insidemathematics.org/sites/default/files/materials/the%20wheel%20shop.pdf
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Number Systems and Operations

Compute multi-digit numbers fluently and determine common factors and multiples.

8. Find the greatest common factor (GCF) and least common multiple (LCM) of two or 
more whole numbers .

a . Use factors and multiples to determine prime factorization .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the greatest common factor of two whole numbers be determined without listing 
all the factors of both numbers?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Know that the greatest common factor 
of two whole numbers can be determined using a variety of methods such as prime factorization or a 
ladder diagram. For example, the greatest common factor of 12 and 16 can be determined by first writing 
the prime factorization of 12 and 16, and then identifying the prime factors that both numbers have in 
common (e.g., 12 = 2 × 2 × 3 and 16 = 2 × 2 × 2 × 2; therefore, the greatest common factor of 12 and 16 is 
2 × 2 or 4). Additionally, observe that if two whole numbers are prime, then the greatest common factor is 
necessarily 1. Further, know that if the greatest common factor of any two whole numbers is one, then the 
two numbers are relatively prime. 

 y Ask students to determine the greatest common factor of two numbers using prime factorization. 
For example, the greatest common factor of 44 and 121 can be determined by first finding each 
number’s prime factorization. Decompose 44 into the factors 2 and 22 and then again into 2, 2, 
and 11. Since 2 and 11 are both prime numbers, 2 × 2 × 11 represents the prime factorization 
of 44. To find the prime factorization of 121, students may notice that 11 is a factor twice. Since 
11 is a prime number, the prime factorization of 121 is 11 × 11. Since 11 is the only prime factor 
shared by 44 and 121, the greatest common factor of 44 and 121 is 11. 
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 y Ask students to determine the greatest common factor of two numbers using a graphic organizer. 
For example, the greatest common factor of 72 and 88 can be determined by first dividing both 
numbers by the common factor 4, and then dividing each resulting quotient by the common 
factor 2. Because there are no common factors of 9 and 11 other than 1, it can be concluded that 
the greatest common factor of 72 and 88 is 8 because 4 × 2 = 8.

4
2

72
18
9

88
22
11

 y Provide students with 2 distinct prime numbers and ask them to explain why the greatest 
common factor must be 1. Students should be able to articulate that every prime number has only 
two factors: 1 and itself. As such, the greatest (and only) common factor of two prime numbers 
must be 1. For example, the only factors of 7 are 1 and 7 while the only factors of 11 are 1 and 11. 
Therefore, 7 and 11 are relatively prime.

How can the least common multiple of two or more whole numbers be determined?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Observe that the least common multiple of two or more numbers 
can be found in a variety of ways, such as visual inspection, listing the multiples of each number, or finding 
the prime factorization of each number. For example, the numbers 8 and 16 have a least common multiple 
of 16, which can be found using visual inspection by simply knowing that 8 is one of the factors of 16. 
Additionally, prime factorization can be used to determine the least common multiple when the numbers 
are larger and have less obvious factors in common. 
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 y Ask students to find the least common multiple of two or more numbers by listing several 
multiples of each number. For example, to find the least common multiple of 7 and 9, students 
start by listing multiples of each.

 { multiples of 7: 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, . . .
 { multiples of 9: 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, . . . 

Starting with the first 7 multiples of each, there are no common multiples. Students must 
continue the lists until a common multiple is found. In this case, the list of the multiples of 7 will 
eventually include 63, which is also a multiple of 9. So the least common multiple of 7 and 9 is 63. 
Students may recognize that 63 is also the product of 7 and 9, which is a good initial strategy for 
knowing how far to go with the list of multiples. Another example is to find the least common 
multiple of 6 and 10. The product of 6 and 10 is 60, so the lists of their multiples can stop at 60.

 { multiples of 6: 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, . . . 
 { multiples of 10: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, . . . 

While 60 is a common multiple of 6 and 10, the least common multiple is 30. This method works 
well when the least common multiple of more than two numbers is needed.
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 y Ask students to find the least common multiple using prime factorization. For example, have 
students make factor trees for the numbers 12 and 90. Some possible factor trees are shown.

12

62

2 3

452

95

3 3

90

Once the factor trees are down to only branches with prime numbers, shown circled, students can 
write each number as the product of its prime factors, as shown.

12 = 22 × 3

90 = 2 × 32 × 5

It is helpful to write the equations so that the common factors are vertically aligned. Students will 
use the common factors with the greater exponents (in this case, 22 and 32 instead of 2 and 3), 
along with the uncommon factor (i.e., 5), to find the least common multiple of the two original 
numbers. In this example, 22 × 32 × 5 will result in the least common multiple of 12 and 90, which 
is 180. This method works well when the least common multiple of very large numbers is needed.

 y Ask students to determine the least common multiple of two numbers using a graphic organizer. 
For example, the least common multiple of 18 and 24 can be determined by first dividing both 
numbers by the common factor 3 and then dividing each resulting quotient by the common 
factor 2. Because there are no common factors of 3 and 4 other than 1, it can be concluded that 
the least common multiple of 18 and 24 is 72 because 3 × 2 × 3 × 4 = 72.

3
2

18
6
3

24
8
4
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Key Academic Terms:

greatest common factor, prime factorization, least common multiple, distributive property, base, exponent, 
expanded form

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: The florist shop

 y Lesson: Multiples, LCM, and GCF

http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/NS/B/4/tasks/259
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/455120/multiples-lcm-and-gcf
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

9. Use signed numbers to describe quantities that have opposite directions or values and 
to represent quantities in real-world contexts .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How do positive and negative numbers relate to 0?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that positive numbers are greater than 0 and may be 
represented with a (+) symbol or no symbol while negative numbers are less than 0 and are represented 
with a (–) symbol. For example, 4 is a positive number because it is 4 greater than 0, and –5 is a negative 
number because it is 5 less than 0. Additionally, observe that although a negative number is less than 0, it 
might be further away from 0 than a positive number.

 y Ask students to draw a horizontal number line with 9 tick marks that are evenly spaced. Then, ask 
students to label the center tick mark as “0.”

0

Provide students with an integer between –4 and 4 and then ask them to determine on which 
side of 0 it is located and which tick mark represents that integer. For example, the number –3 is 
located 3 tick marks to the left of 0 while 2 is located 2 tick marks to the right of 0.

 y Provide students with two numbers that are opposites and ask them to identify on which side 
of 0 each is located. Observe that if one number is positive, then its opposite is negative, and 
vice versa. For example, given the context of a fish swimming at –13 meters, a bird flying at 
13 meters, and sea level being at 0 meters, students can represent the situation on a number line. 
The number –13 is to the left of 0 on the number line and the number 13 is to the right of 0 on 
the number line. Note that this context is best represented on a vertical number line, instead of a 
horizontal number line as shown above.
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Key Academic Terms:

positive number, negative number, opposites, number line, integer, rational number, signed number, 
magnitude, direction

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Distance on the number line

 y Lesson: A concrete introduction to the abstract concepts of integers and algebra using algebra 
tiles

https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/algebra-distance-1d/distance-on-the-number-line/#.X9jtvdhKiUk
http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesMath/CE/LessonsSupports/Manipulatives/AlgebraTiles.pdf
http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesMath/CE/LessonsSupports/Manipulatives/AlgebraTiles.pdf
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

10. Locate integers and other rational numbers on a horizontal or vertical line diagram .

a . Define opposites as numbers located on opposite sides of 0 and the same 
distance from 0 on a number line .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What is the relationship between the sign of a number and its location on a vertical or 
horizontal number line?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that negative numbers are located below zero on a vertical 

number line or to the left of zero on a horizontal number line, while positive numbers are located above 

zero on a vertical number line or to the right of zero on a horizontal number line. For example, the number 
–   3 _ 4    is located    3 _ 4    of a unit below zero on a vertical number line or    3 _ 4    of a unit left of zero on a horizontal 

number line. Additionally, know that if a number is left of 0 on a horizontal number line, then the same 

number is below 0 on a vertical number line. Further, if a number is right of 0 on a horizontal number line, 

then the same number is above 0 on a vertical number line.
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 y Provide students with a rational number and ask them to plot it on both a horizontal number line 
and a vertical number line. Then, ask students to explain how the location of the number changes 
when the sign changes.

0–0.75–1

–1

–0.5 –0.25 0.25 0.5 0.75
0

–0.75

–0.5

–0.25

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

1

 y Provide students with a list of rational numbers and ask them to identify which numbers are 

located on the same side of 0 on either a horizontal number line or a vertical number line. For 

example, given the numbers –6, 0.6, 66, –   6 _ 7   , –67, and 6   6 _ 7   , students should be able to articulate that 
–6, –   6 _ 7   , and –67 are below 0 on a vertical number line while 0.6, 66, and 6   6 _ 7    are located above 0 on 

a vertical number line.
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What are opposites and how do they relate to 0?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that two numbers are opposites if they are the same 
distance from 0 and on different sides of 0. For example, –9 and 9 are opposites because they are both 9 
away from 0 on a number line. Additionally, observe that all numbers have exactly one opposite. 

 y Provide students with a piece of paper that has a horizontal number line with tick marks and 
labels from –3 to 3.

0–3 –2 –1 1 2 3

Then, ask students to fold the paper in half so that a vertical line passes though the point 0 on the 
number line. Emphasize that the folded line is a line of symmetry and that each point on the right 
has one opposite, or matching, point on the left.

0–3 –2 –1 1 2 3

 y Provide students with different integers and ask them to identify and plot the opposite of each on 
a number line. For example, given the integers –2, 4, and –6, students should be able to identify 
the opposites as 2, –4, and 6, and then plot each of those opposites on a number line. Emphasize 
that each number and its opposite are the same distance from 0.

 y Ask students to explain why it only requires one point to graph 0 and its opposite while it requires 
two points to graph any other number and its opposite. Students should be able to articulate that 
0 is its own opposite.
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What is the significance of the opposite of a number’s opposite?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Observe that the opposite of a number’s opposite is the same as 
the number itself. For example, the opposite of 3 is –3, and the opposite of –3 is 3. Therefore, the opposite of 
the opposite of 3 is 3. Additionally, use non‑numeric opposites to illustrate why the opposite of an opposite 
is the original entity, state, or location.

 y Create a number line on the floor using masking tape and ask a student to stand at the point –5. 
Then, ask the student to move to the opposite point on the number line, namely 5. Then, ask the 
student to move to the point opposite of 5, noting that the student is now at the original location. 
Point out to students that the negative symbol translates into “the opposite of.” Therefore, –5 
means the opposite of 5. Ask students to explain why –(–5) = 5. Help students to conclude that  
–(–5) means the opposite of the opposite of 5, which is 5. Adding a third negative asks the student 
to take the opposite yet again, resulting in a value of –5.

 y Use a classroom light switch to illustrate why the opposite of the opposite is the original state. 
For example, with the light switch in the “on” position, ask students what the opposite of “on” is, 
namely “off.” Turn the lights off. Then, ask students what the opposite of “off ” is, namely “on.” 
Turn the lights on. As such, the opposite of the opposite of “on” is “on.”

Key Academic Terms:

positive number, negative number, opposites, number line, rational number, horizontal, vertical, zero, 
integer

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Distance on the number line

 y Lesson: A concrete introduction to the abstract concepts of integers and algebra using algebra 
tiles

https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/algebra-distance-1d/distance-on-the-number-line/#.X9jtvdhKiUk
http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesMath/CE/LessonsSupports/Manipulatives/AlgebraTiles.pdf
http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesMath/CE/LessonsSupports/Manipulatives/AlgebraTiles.pdf
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

10. Locate integers and other rational numbers on a horizontal or vertical line diagram .

b . Use rational numbers in real-world and mathematical situations, explaining the 
meaning of 0 in each situation .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How does context change the interpretation of zero in problems with positive and 
negative numbers?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Explain the meaning of zero when given a context. For example, zero in the 
context of money means “none,” whereas zero given the context of sea level does not mean “none” but refers 
instead to a location. Additionally, identify how opposites relate to zero within a context. 

 y Ask students to use number lines with labels to create visual representations of the meaning of 
zero within a context. For example, a vertical number line with the point zero labeled as “sea 
level” could be used to illustrate a context involving altitude.

sea level, 0

sky

water
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 y Provide students with a context and ask them to explain the meaning of opposites in relation to 
zero. For example, “10°C is 10 degrees warmer than the temperature at which water freezes, while 
–10°C is 10 degrees colder than the temperature at which water freezes.”

Key Academic Terms:

positive number, negative number, opposites, horizontal, vertical, number line

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Mile high

 y Video: I <3 math: Integers

http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/NS/C/5/tasks/278
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/2b47a62a-b3f1-4077-a65d-92856d65a87c/i-3-math-integers/
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

11. Find the position of pairs of integers and other rational numbers on the coordinate 
plane .

a . Identify quadrant locations of ordered pairs on the coordinate plane based on the 
signs of the x and y coordinates .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What is the relationship between the signs of the coordinates of an ordered pair and the 
quadrant location of the ordered pair on the coordinate plane?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that the coordinate plane is divided into four quadrants 
created by the intersection of a horizontal line, the x‑axis, and a vertical line, the y‑axis, and that the signs 
of an ordered pair determine the quadrant location, such that (+, +) represents quadrant I, (–, +) represents 
quadrant II, (–, –) represents quadrant III, and (+, –) represents quadrant IV. For example, the ordered 
pair (–2, 2) is in quadrant II. Additionally, know that the sign of the first nonzero number in the ordered 
pair indicates a location that is to the left or right of the y‑axis while the sign of the second nonzero number 
in the ordered pair indicates a location that is above or below the x‑axis. 

 y Provide students with an ordered pair and ask them to identify in which quadrant the point is 
located without actually graphing it. For example, students should be able to locate the ordered 
pair (3, –2) in quadrant IV.
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 y Provide students with a number and ask them to create an ordered pair in each of the 
four quadrants using only the number and its opposite. For example, given the number 
4, students should be able to locate (4, 4) in quadrant I, (–4, 4) in quadrant II, (–4, –4) in 
quadrant III, and (4, –4) in quadrant IV.

y

x

(4, 4)(–4, 4)

(–4, –4) (4, –4)

III

III IV

How does the number 0 in an ordered pair affect the location of the ordered pair?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Observe that when one of the coordinates in an ordered pair 
is 0, then the location of the ordered pair is on an axis. For example, the ordered pair (0, 4) represents a 
point that is 4 units above the origin on the y‑axis. Additionally, know that ordered pairs that are located 
on an axis are not in a quadrant. Further, when both numbers in the ordered pair are 0, the ordered pair is 
located at the origin.

 y Provide students with an ordered pair that includes a 0 and ask them to determine its location. 
For example, students should be able to determine that the ordered pair (–11, 0) is located to the 
left of the origin on the x‑axis.
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Key Academic Terms:

quadrant, coordinate plane, ordered pair, sign, y‑axis, x‑axis, axis, origin, rational number, negative, 
positive, x‑coordinate, y‑coordinate

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Coordinate plane | 4 quadrants

 y Lesson: Graphing integers on the coordinate grid

 y Activity: Graphing ordered pairs of rational numbers

 y Activities: Intro to the coordinate plane

https://numberock.com/lessons/coordinate-plane-4-quadrants/
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/543987/graphing-integers-on-the-coordinate-grid
http://www.esc4.net/Assets/esc4611agraphingonacoordplane.pdf
https://teacher.desmos.com/collection/5da898696bbf930b15993ff0
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

11. Find the position of pairs of integers and other rational numbers on the coordinate 
plane .

b . Identify (a, b) and (a, –b) as reflections across the x-axis .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How is the location of an ordered pair affected when the sign of the y-coordinate is 
changed?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Observe that changing the sign of the y‑coordinate of an ordered 
pair results in a location that is a reflection of the original location across the x‑axis. For example, the 
ordered pair (–1, 4.5) is a reflection across the x‑axis of the ordered pair (–1, –4.5). Additionally, observe 
that the x‑coordinate stays the same when a point is reflected across the x‑axis. 
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 y Provide students with two ordered pairs. Ask them to identify how they are related. For example, 
given the ordered pairs (–6, –4) and (–6, 4), students should be able to observe that the second 
ordered pair is a reflection across the x‑axis of the first ordered pair.

y

x

(–6, –4)

(–6, 4)

 y Provide students with an ordered pair for a point. Ask them to determine an ordered pair that 
represents a reflection of that point across the x‑axis. For example, provide students with the 
ordered pair (–9, 7) and ask them to determine the ordered pair that represents a reflection across 
the x‑axis, namely (–9, –7). Students observe that reflecting a point across the x‑axis preserves 
the distance of the point from the x‑axis but changes the direction, up or down, from the x‑axis. 
Therefore, the x‑coordinate will stay the same and the sign of the y‑coordinate will change when 
a point is reflected across the x‑axis. That change is represented by the notation (a, b) and (a, –b). 
The x‑coordinate stays the same, and the y‑coordinate changes to its opposite.
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Key Academic Terms:

quadrant, coordinate plane, ordered pair, sign, y‑axis, x‑axis, axis, origin, rational number, reflection, 
opposite, distance, reflect

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Coordinate plane | 4 quadrants

 y Lesson: Graphing integers on the coordinate grid

 y Activity: Graphing ordered pairs of rational numbers

https://numberock.com/lessons/coordinate-plane-4-quadrants/
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/543987/graphing-integers-on-the-coordinate-grid
http://www.esc4.net/Assets/esc4611agraphingonacoordplane.pdf
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

11. Find the position of pairs of integers and other rational numbers on the coordinate 
plane .

c . Identify (a, b) and (–a, b) as reflections across the y-axis .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How is the location of an ordered pair affected when the sign of the x-coordinate is 
changed?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Observe that changing the sign of the x‑coordinate in an 
ordered pair results in a location that is a reflection of the original location across the y‑axis. For example, 
the ordered pair (–3, 5) is a reflection across the y‑axis of the ordered pair (3, 5). Additionally, observe that 
changing the sign of both the x‑coordinate and the y‑coordinate results in a location that is a reflection 
across both axes. 
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 y Provide students with an ordered pair. Ask them to identify a corresponding ordered pair that 
represents a reflection across one or both axes. For example, when given the ordered pair (7, 8), 
students should be able to identify that the ordered pair (–7, 8) is a reflection across the y–axis.

y

x

(7, 8)(–7, 8)

 y Provide students with ordered pairs for two points. Ask them whether the two points represent 
a reflection across an axis. For example, provide students with the ordered pairs (12, –7) and 
(–12, –7). Students should determine that the points represent a reflection across the y‑axis. 
Observe that reflecting a point across the y‑axis preserves the distance of the point from the 
y‑axis but changes the direction, left or right, from the y‑axis. Therefore, the y‑coordinate will 
stay the same and the sign of the x‑coordinate will change when a point is reflected across the 
y‑axis. That change is represented by the notation (a, b) and (–a, b). The y‑coordinate stays the 
same, and the x‑coordinate changes to its opposite. As an additional example, give students the 
ordered pairs (1, 4) and (–1, –4). Students should determine that the points are reflections across 
both axes.
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 y Provide students with an ordered pair that includes a 0 and ask them to explain why reflecting 
the point across one axis results in a new point. Also ask them to explain why reflecting the 
point across the other axis will not result in a new point. For example, students should be able to 
demonstrate that the ordered pair (–3, 0) creates a new point when reflected across the y‑axis but 
not when reflected across the x‑axis because (–3, 0) is located on the x‑axis.

y

x
(–3, 0)

Key Academic Terms:

quadrant, coordinate plane, ordered pair, sign, y‑axis, x‑axis, axis, origin, rational number, reflection, 
reflect, opposite, distance

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Coordinate plane | 4 quadrants

 y Lesson: Graphing integers on the coordinate grid

 y Activity: Graphing ordered pairs of rational numbers

https://numberock.com/lessons/coordinate-plane-4-quadrants/
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/543987/graphing-integers-on-the-coordinate-grid
http://www.esc4.net/Assets/esc4611agraphingonacoordplane.pdf
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

11. Find the position of pairs of integers and other rational numbers on the coordinate 
plane .

d . Solve real-world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four 
quadrants of the coordinate plane, including finding distances between points 
with the same first or second coordinate .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can a coordinate plane be used to solve real-word and mathematical problems?

M.P.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Use a coordinate plane to solve a variety of problems. For example, 
a map of a park represents a basketball court as a rectangle on a coordinate plane. Three vertices of the 
rectangle are the points (–5, 2), (–5, –3), and (2, –3). Plot the points and the sides of the rectangle on the 
coordinate plane to find the rectangle’s remaining vertex, (2, 2). Additionally, use the coordinate plane to 
solve perimeter and area problems involving two‑dimensional geometric figures. 
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 y Provide students with the coordinates of the two endpoints of a line segment. Then, ask students 
to determine and draw a line segment of the same length that contains a common endpoint with 
the original line segment. For example, given a line segment with endpoints at (1, –3) and (5, –3), 
draw a line segment with endpoints at (1, –3) and (1, 1), (1, –3) and (1, –7), (1, –3) and (–3, –3), 
(5, –3) and (5, 1), (5, –3) and (5, –7), or (5, –3) and (9, –3).

y

x

(1, 1) (5, 1)

(1, –3) 
(5, –3)

(1, –7) (5, –7)

(–3, –3) 
(9, –3)

 y Provide students with a coordinate plane and a set of coordinates that represents the vertices of a 
rectangle. Then, ask students to determine the perimeter and area of the rectangle. For example, 
given a map of a neighborhood where each block is one unit on a coordinate plane, draw a 
rectangle with vertices at the coordinates (0, 0), (0, 2), (3, 0), and (3, 2) to show the locations 
of 4 houses in the neighborhood. Determine that the perimeter of the rectangle is 10 units 
(3 + 2 + 3 + 2), which means it would be a 10‑block walk to walk to each of the 4 houses. The area 
of the rectangle is 6 square units (3 × 2), which means the area of that part of the neighborhood is 
6 square blocks.

y

x

(0, 2) (3, 2)

(0, 0) (3, 0)
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Key Academic Terms:

coordinates, coordinate plane, quadrant

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Coordinate plane | 4 quadrants

 y Lesson: Distance between two points

https://numberock.com/lessons/coordinate-plane-4-quadrants/
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/588171/distance-between-two-points-day-2?from=mtp_lesson
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

12. Explain the meaning of absolute value and determine the absolute value of rational 
numbers in real-world contexts .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can a number line be used to illustrate absolute value?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that the absolute value of a number is its distance from 
zero on a number line. For example, the absolute value of –3 is 3 because –3 is 3 units away from zero. 
The absolute value of –3 is written as |–3|. Similarly, the absolute value of 3 is written as |3|. Additionally, 
observe that the absolute value of a number must always be nonnegative because distance cannot be 
negative. 

 y Ask students to determine the absolute value of different rational numbers by finding their 

distances from zero on a number line. For example, given the numbers –4,    1 _ 2   , and –2   1 _ 2   , students 

should use the number line to determine that the numbers have absolute values of 4,    1 _ 2   , and 2   1 _ 2   .

20 1–4 –3 –2 –1 3 4
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 y Ask students to measure the distance from each tick mark to zero on a number line with tick 
marks spaced by units of length 1 centimeter. Be sure to emphasize that each negative number is a 
positive distance from zero.

20 1–3 –2 –1 3

3 cm
2 cm

1 cm

3 cm
2 cm

1 cm

How is the absolute value of a number related to the absolute value of its opposite?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Observe that opposites have the same absolute value. For 
example, the absolute value of –5 is 5 and the absolute value of 5 is 5 because both are 5 units away from 
zero on a number line. Additionally, observe that there are exactly two numbers that have any particular 
absolute value (with the exception of 0). 

 y Ask students to determine a different number that has the same absolute value as a given number. 

For example, if given the number –3   1 _ 3   , students should be able to determine that 3   1 _ 3    has the same 

absolute value because both numbers are the same distance from zero.

 y Ask students to determine all numbers that have a given absolute value. For example, given the 

absolute value    11 __ 2   , students should be able to determine that both    11 __ 2    and –   11 __ 2    have an absolute 

value of    11 __ 2   .
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 y Ask students to explain why 0 is different from all other numbers when working with absolute 
value. Students should be able to articulate that 0 is its own opposite and therefore is the only 
number that is 0 units away from 0.

3 3

1 1

22

20
its own opposite

1–3 –2 –1 3

How does context impact the interpretation of an absolute value problem?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Interpret and solve a real‑world problem using absolute value. For example, 
when given the problem “A whale has a recorded dive of –9,874 feet in relation to sea level. An airplane 
flies at 8,910 feet in relation to sea level. Is the whale or the airplane farther from sea level?” identify that 
the whale is farther than the airplane from sea level, which is represented by 0, since the absolute value of 
–9,874 is greater than the absolute value of 8,910. Also, a debt of 500 dollars, represented by –$500, has a 
greater magnitude than a credit of 50 dollars, represented by $50. Additionally, create visual representations 
of real‑world contexts to solve absolute value problems.

 y Ask students to create a context that a given number could represent. For example, given the 
number –17, students might identify an account withdrawal of $17 or a fish swimming 17 feet 
below the surface of the water.
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 y Ask students to draw an illustration and explain a given context. For example, utility workers bury 
a pipe 6 feet below ground and hang a wire that is 18 feet above ground. Students should be able 
to illustrate the depth of the pipe and the height of the wire in relation to the ground and connect 
that distance to absolute value.

21

18

15

12

9

6

3

0

–3

–6

How does the absolute value of a coordinate help determine the distance between points 
on the coordinate plane?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Extend previous knowledge of absolute value and magnitude to determine 
the distances between ordered pairs that contain negative coordinates. For example, observe that the 
point (1, –8) is a greater distance from the x‑axis than the point (1, 6) because the absolute value of –8 is 
greater than the absolute value of 6. Additionally, the total distance between (1, –8) and (1, 6) is 14 units 
because the absolute value of –8 plus the absolute value of 6 is equivalent to the sum of 8 and 6. Further, 
given a length and the coordinates of one endpoint, determine the possible coordinates of the other 
endpoint of a line segment. 
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 y Provide students with a coordinate plane and the coordinates of the endpoints of a line segment. 
Then, ask students to determine the length of the line segment. For example, given a line segment 
with endpoints at (–1, 1) and (–1, –3), determine the length is 4 units because the first endpoint is 
1 unit above the x‑axis and the second endpoint is 3 units below the x‑axis. As such, the sum of 1 
and 3 is 4.

y

x

(–1, 1)

(–1, –3)

For an additional example, provide students with line segment endpoints at (–2, –1) and (–2, –5). 
Students should be able to determine that the length is 4 units because the first endpoint is 1 unit 
below the x‑axis and the second endpoint is 5 units below the x‑axis. As such, the line segment is 
4 units long because the difference of 5 and 1 is 4.

(–2, –1)

(–2, –5)

y

x
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 y Provide students with a coordinate plane and the coordinates of one endpoint of a line segment. 
Then, ask the students to determine the coordinates of the other endpoint given the quadrant 
location of the other endpoint and the segment length. For example, if students know that the 
coordinates of one endpoint of a line segment with length 6 is located at (–2, –2) and the other 
endpoint is located in quadrant IV, then they should be able to determine that the unknown 
endpoint is at (4, –2).

y

x

(–2, –2) (4, –2)

Key Academic Terms:

number line, absolute value, opposite, magnitude, distance, ordered pair, line segment

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Distance on the number line

 y Lesson: Absolute value and ordering rational numbers

 y Tutorial: Absolute value

https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/algebra-distance-1d/distance-on-the-number-line/#.X9jtvdhKiUk
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/17-18/absolute-value-and-ordering-rational-numbers/
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_NS-number-system/C/7/7c/absolute-value-definition
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Number Systems and Operations

Apply knowledge of the number system to represent and use rational numbers in a 
variety of forms.

13. Compare and order rational numbers and absolute value of rational numbers with and 
without a number line in order to solve real-world and mathematical problems .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the position of numbers on a number line be used to compare numbers?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that numbers become greater when moving from left to 
right on a horizontal number line. For example, –3 > –5 because –3 is to the right of –5 on a number line, 
and –2 < 0 because –2 is to the left of 0 on a number line. Similarly, numbers become greater when moving 
up on a vertical number line. Additionally, know that a number, a, is located between two other numbers, 
b and c, if it is to the right of b and to the left of c, or to the right of c and to the left of b. 

 y Ask students to use the number line to determine a correct comparison between pairs of rational 

numbers. For example, given the pairs 2 and –2, –4 and 6, and –8 and –7   1 _ 2   , students should be 

able to conclude that 2 > –2, –4 < 6, and –8 < –7   1 _ 2   .

 y Ask students to determine and explain which number has a value between the other two when 
given three numbers and a number line. For example, given the integers –3, 5, and –7, students 
should be able to determine that –3 is between –7 and 5 because it is to the right of –7 and to the 
left of 5.

–8 20 1–4 –3 –2 –1–5–6–7 3 4 5 6 7 8
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How can statements of order and inequalities be used to represent comparisons in real-
world contexts?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Model the relationship between measurements, such as elevation or 
temperature, with ordered lists or inequalities. For example, the inequality –3.5 > –5 can be used to show 
that the temperature of –3.5°C on Monday was warmer (greater) than the temperature of –5°C on Tuesday 
because –3.5 is above –5 on a vertical number line. Additionally, use real‑world information provided in 
tables to make comparisons.

 y Ask students to create a context that could be represented by an inequality. For example, given 
the inequality 477 < 853, a student might say that city A’s elevation of 477 feet is less than city B’s 
elevation of 853 feet.

 y Ask students to answer questions of comparison given a table of measurements. For example, 
given the table shown, ask students to answer the following questions.

Daily Low Temperatures

Monday –4°F

Tuesday 3°F

Wednesday 0°F

Thursday –2°F

Friday 1°F

 { Which day was coldest?
 { Which day was warmest?
 { Which day was colder than Friday, but warmer than Thursday?

Students should be able to conclude that Monday was coldest, Tuesday was warmest, and that the 
temperature on Wednesday was colder than Friday, but warmer than Thursday.
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How is comparing the absolute values of two numbers different from comparing the order 
of the two numbers?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Compare the absolute values of two numbers based on each 
number’s distance from 0, or magnitude, and compare the order of two numbers based on each number’s 
position relative to each other, left or right, on a horizontal number line. For example, consider –10 and 5. 
Since all negative numbers are less than all positive numbers, –10 is less than 5 and located to the left 
of 5 on a horizontal number line. However, |–10| is greater than |5| because –10 is farther away from 0. 
Additionally, observe that the order of a set of negative numbers is the opposite of the order of their 
absolute values. Further, the order of a set of positive numbers is the same as the order of their absolute 
values.

 y Ask students to order a set of numbers from least to greatest. Then, ask students to order the 
absolute values of the same set of numbers from least to greatest. For example, given the numbers 
–10, 8, 6, –4, –2, and 1, students should be able to order the numbers from least to greatest as –10, 
–4, –2, 1, 6, 8. Similarly, they should be able to order the absolute values of the numbers from 
least to greatest as 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.

 y Provide students with a set of negative numbers that are ordered from least to greatest. Ask 
students to reorder the numbers according to absolute value, noting that the order is reversed. For 
example, given the numbers –9, –7, –5, –3, and –1, students should be able to reorder the absolute 
values of the numbers as 1, 3, 5, 7, 9.

Key Academic Terms:

inequality, number line, greater than, less than, absolute value, magnitude, constant, distance, comparison, 
greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, signed number, rational

Additional Resources:

 y Tutorial: Graphing with number lines

 y Lesson: Rational numbers on the number line—stations

 y Lesson: Comparing rational numbers

 y Lesson: Absolute value and ordering rational numbers 

 y Tutorial: What does absolute value mean in the real world?

https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_EE-expression-equations/B/8/number-line-graph-inequality
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/448040/rational-numbers-on-the-number-line-stations
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/617265/comparing-rational-numbers
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/17-18/absolute-value-and-ordering-rational-numbers/
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_NS-number-system/C/7/7c/meaning-absolute-value
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

14. Write, evaluate, and compare expressions involving whole number exponents .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can equivalent expressions be used to help write, evaluate, and compare 
expressions with whole-number exponents?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Express repeated multiplication by writing expressions using 
exponents. For example, when finding the volume of a cube with side lengths of 6 units, write the 
expression 6 × 6 × 6 as 63 to represent the volume in cubic units. Additionally, compare expressions with 
whole‑number exponents with like bases or like exponents.

 y Ask students to express repeated multiplication of the same number by writing expressions using 
exponents. To write an equivalent expression using exponents, ask students to count the number 
of times a particular value is used as a factor. The number of times the value is used as a factor is 
equal to the exponent while the base is equal to the factor itself. For example, in the expression 
5 × 5 × 5 × 5, the factor is 5, so 5 is the base. The number 5 appears as a factor 4 times, so 4 is the 
exponent. Therefore, the expression 54 is equivalent to 5 × 5 × 5 × 5.

 y Ask students to rewrite and evaluate an expression using exponents as repeated multiplication. 
In an expression using exponents, the base represents the factor and the exponent represents the 
number of times the factor appears. For example, the expression 83 is equivalent to an expression 
in which the factor of 8 is used 3 times, which can be represented as 8 × 8 × 8 and is equal to 512.

 y Ask students to compare expressions with whole‑number exponents with like bases or like 
exponents. For example, students can compare 45 and 35 by noting that the exponents are equal 
and the base of 45 is greater than the base of 35, so 45 > 35. Likewise, students can compare 46 and 
48 by noting that the bases are equal and the exponent of 46 is less than the exponent of 48, so 
46 < 48.
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M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Represent expressions with whole‑number exponents by applying 
the properties of operations and order of operations to create equivalent expressions. For example, evaluate 
43 – 3(2 + 42) + 8 by using the order of operations and the distributive property to find the solution 18. 
Additionally, observe the effect that parentheses can have on the value of an expression.

 y Ask students to find the value of an expression by applying order of operations. For example, give 
students the expression shown.

62 + 2(4 + 52) – 3(6 + 4)

Students should start by evaluating the parts of the expression inside the parentheses using 
order of operations. The part of the expression in the first set of parentheses is equivalent to 
4 + 25 = 29, while the part of the expression in the second set of parentheses is equivalent to 10. 
The expression can now be written as shown.

62 + 2(29) – 3(10)

The power 62 can be simplified to 36, while 2(29) = 58 and 3(10) = 30, so the expression is 
equivalent to 36 + 58 – 30, which is equal to 64.

 y Ask students to evaluate an expression multiple times by adjusting the location of parentheses. 
For example, given the expression shown, have students place parentheses around different values 
and operations.

6 × 82 + 3 × 23

 { Without parentheses, the value of the expression is 384 + 24 = 408.
 { Parentheses around 82 + 3 change the value to 3,216.
 { Parentheses around 6 × 82 + 3 change the value to 3,096.
 { Parentheses around 82 + 3 × 23 change the value to 528.

Ask students to discuss what placements of parentheses would have no change on the value of the 
expression and why. In the example above, putting 6 × 82 or 3 × 23 in parentheses has no change 
because those parts of the expression would be evaluated first due to order of operations even 
without the parentheses.
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Key Academic Terms:

exponent, base, order of operations, expression, evaluate, repeated multiplication, power, square of a 
number, cube of a number

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Introducing exponents

 y Lesson: The use of exponents

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/530139/introducing-exponents
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/vtl07.math.number.exp.lpexpopad/the-use-of-exponents/#.XmetlahKhPY
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

15. Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters represent numbers in real-world 
contexts .

a . Interpret a variable as an unknown value for any number in a specified set, 
depending on the context .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What does a variable represent in an expression?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Know that in an expression, a variable represents a quantity that can change. For 
example, if there are 5 groups of students in a classroom, and each group has n students, the expression 5n 
represents the total number of students in the classroom. Additionally, know that when the same variable 
is used more than once within an expression or equation, the value of the variable is the same in each 
instance. For example, each x in the equation 2x + 4 = 3(x – 2) has the same value.

 y Ask students to discuss whether a given real‑world quantity would be reasonable to represent 
with a variable or not based on whether it could change. For example, representing the number 
of states in the United States is not a logical quantity for which to use a variable since the number 
of states is unlikely to change. However, representing the number of people living in a city is a 
logical quantity for which to use a variable since it is a quantity that is likely to change frequently.

 y Ask students to determine what a variable represents when given an expression and a context. For 
example, if the expression 500 + 40w represents the amount of money Wanda has when she starts 
with $500 and saves $40 each week, what does the w represent? Students should determine that 
the variable w represents the number of weeks that Wanda saves money. 
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How are variables related to mathematical formulas?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Use a formula to represent the relationship between quantities that can 
change (variables) in an expression or equation and know that variables represent specific attributes. For 
example, the formula A = l × w shows the relationship between the area, A, of a rectangle and the product of 
the rectangle’s length, l, and width, w. Additionally, know that formulas can be written in different ways to 
illustrate different methods of calculating specific attributes. 

 y Ask students to examine formulas and determine what each variable represents. For example, 
given the formula V = l × w × h, determine the following:

 { V represents the volume of a rectangular prism,
 { l represents the length of the base of the prism,
 { w represents the width of the base of the prism, and
 { h represents the height of the prism.

Likewise, given the formula V = s3, determine that V represents the volume of a cube with a side 
length of s.

How can the meaningful values of a variable be determined for a given problem?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Know that a variable can be a single value or all the values in the set of 
meaningful values and that the solution set may be limited by a context. For example, when given the 
expression 0.89b to calculate the cost of b pounds of bananas, know the set of meaningful values is all 
values greater than or equal to 0, as it is not reasonable to have negative pounds of bananas. Additionally, 
know that when the possible values of the variable are limited by the context of the situation an expression 
represents, the meaningful values of the expression will be similarly limited. For example, when given 
the expression 26p to represent the cost of p people gaining entrance into an amusement park, the only 
values of p that have meaning in context are whole numbers, so the solutions must include only 0 and 
multiples of 26.
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 y Ask students to determine and describe the set of meaningful values for a variable when given an 
expression that represents a given context. For example, give students the situations shown.

 { A tree that is 4 feet tall grows at a rate of 6 inches per year. The expression 4 +    1 _ 2   y can be used 

to determine the height of the tree, in feet, after y years.

Only nonnegative values have meaning in this context because the number of years cannot 
be represented by negative numbers. 

 { The expression 8t is used to represent the total cost of t tickets to a movie.

Only whole number values have meaning in this context because it is not possible to sell a 
negative number of movie tickets or to sell partial tickets. 

 { The expression 32g represents the number of miles traveled in a car that used g gallons 

of gas.

Only nonnegative values have meaning in this context because a car cannot use a negative 
amount of gas.

 y Ask students to describe and use the set of meaningful values of an expression that represents a 
given context. For example, give students the situation “The cost per person to attend a concert is 
$14. The expression 14p can be used to determine the cost, in dollars, for p people to attend the 
concert.” The meaningful values of the variable are whole numbers, since the number of people 
can only be measured in whole numbers. Therefore, the meaningful values of the expression are 0 
and all multiples of 14.
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Key Academic Terms:

expression, variable, operation, equation, solution set, subtraction property, addition property, distributive 
property, term, quantity

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Variables: exploring expressions and equations

 y Activity: Variable matching game

 y Video: Real‑life math | Astrobiologist

 y Tutorial: How do you write an equation from a word problem?

 y Activity: Firefighter allocation

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/exploring_expressions_equations/
https://tothesquareinch.wordpress.com/2012/01/08/variable-matching-game/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mkaet.math.ee.astrobiologist/real-life-math-astrobiologist/
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_EE-expression-equations/B/6/write-equation-word-problem
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/EE/B/6/tasks/425
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

15. Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters represent numbers in real-world 
contexts .

b . Write expressions to represent verbal statements and real-world scenarios .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can situations be represented with expressions using variables?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Represent real‑world and mathematical situations with an expression that 
contains variables. For example, given that 1 hat costs $26, 2 hats cost $52, 3 hats cost $78, and the same 
pattern continues, write the expression 26h to indicate the total cost (in dollars) of h hats. Additionally, 
know that the possible values of the variables can be affected by the context and also by the form of the 
expression. 

 y Ask students to determine different formulas that each represent a way to calculate a specific 
attribute. For example, given a rectangle with side lengths of x and y units, students could choose 
to add all 4 side lengths together to determine the perimeter, P. A formula to represent this is 
P = x + x + y + y. Alternatively, students could choose to take each of the different side lengths 
and double them and then find the sum. A formula to represent this is P = 2x + 2y. Finally, 
students could choose to find the semi‑perimeter and double it. A formula to represent this is 
P = 2(x + y).
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 y Ask students to model real‑world situations with an expression that contains a variable. Students 
should explore expressions with all 4 operations. Possible real‑world situations that can be 
represented include:

 { the number of textbooks that a school with 20 textbooks will have after ordering b additional 
books (addition)

 { the number of members a museum has after m of its 520 memberships expire (subtraction)
 { the total fine for a library book that is d days overdue with a fixed fine of $0.15 per day 

(multiplication)
 { the number of containers needed to hold 1,200 beads given that there are b beads in each 

container (division)

The corresponding expressions could be:

 { 20 + b
 { 520 – m
 { 0.15d
 { 1,200 ÷ b   (or   1,200

 ____ b  )  

 y Ask students to write an expression to represent a real‑world problem using variables to represent 
unknown numbers. For example, “Henry has $165 in his savings account and spends $10 each 
week.” To write an expression to represent the value of Henry’s account after w weeks, determine 
that 165 is being decreased by 10 each week and the number of weeks is the unknown number. 
Use deductive reasoning to determine that the number of weeks can be multiplied by 10 and 
then subtracted from the initial amount, and therefore the expression 165 – 10w can be used to 
represent the value of Henry’s account after w weeks.
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Key Academic Terms:

expression, variable, operation, coefficient, term

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Variables: exploring expressions and equations

 y Activity: Variable matching game

 y Video: Real‑life math | Astrobiologist

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/exploring_expressions_equations/
https://tothesquareinch.wordpress.com/2012/01/08/variable-matching-game/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mkaet.math.ee.astrobiologist/real-life-math-astrobiologist/
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

15. Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters represent numbers in real-world 
contexts .

c . Identify parts of an expression using mathematical terms such as sum, term, 
product, factor, quotient, and coefficient .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How are parts of expressions defined with mathematical terminology?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Represent parts of an expression using mathematical terminology 
for various operations. For example, in the expression 8(4 + p) ÷ 2, 8 and (4 + p) are factors of the product 
8(4 + p), (4 + p) is a single entity that is the sum of two terms, and the entire expression is a quotient with 
a dividend of 8(4 + p) and a divisor of 2. Additionally, observe that a single quantity can be defined in 
multiple ways.

 y Ask students to describe a whole expression and parts of the expression verbally using 
mathematical terminology. For example, given the expression (2 ÷ x) + (4 – x), a valid description 
is “The sum of the quotient of 2 and x and the difference of 4 and x.” Students might also describe 
the first term as a quotient with a dividend of 2 and a divisor of x.

 y Ask students to list multiple mathematical words for a single quantity in an expression. For 
example, given the expression y ÷ (2 + x), describe (2 + x) as both a sum and a divisor. If the 
expression were changed to y ÷ 3[(2 + x)], students could describe (2 + x) as a factor of 3(2 + x) as 
well as a sum.

 y Ask students to write expressions that match given mathematical terminology. For example, given 
“a product with 2 factors, one of which is the sum of two numbers and the other of which is a 
variable,” write (3 + 5)(x). Likewise, given “a quotient of a sum and a product, where the product 
has two factors, one of which is a variable,” write (2 + 5) ÷ x(3 + 6).
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What distinguishes a term in an expression from the expression itself?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Know that terms are parts of an expression that are either added together or 
subtracted from each other. For example, the expression 3a + 2b contains two terms, 3a and 2b, because 
they are added together. Additionally, know that not all addition or subtraction in an expression necessarily 
denotes a term. 

 y Ask students to identify the terms in a given expression. For example, given the expression 
5p + (–12q) – 6, identify the three terms of the expression as 5p, –12q, and 6. Note the operator 
connecting the terms is not included as part of the term and that each of these terms is also 
an expression by itself. Further, observe that the way an expression is written will affect what 
its terms are. Because 5p + (–12q) – 6, when written with addition instead of subtraction, is 
equivalent to 5p + (–12q) + (–6), many consider the terms of both expressions to be 5p, –12q, 
and –6.

 y Ask students to create as many different expressions as possible from a few given terms. For 
example, give students the terms –5m and 9n. Without reusing terms, the expressions that can be 
created are: –5m, 9n, –5m + 9n, –5m – 9n, 9n + (–5m), and 9n – (–5m).

 y Ask students to identify that not all addition or subtraction necessarily indicates a term. 
For example, 2x and 3y are not terms of the expression 8 + 5(2x + 3y). The two terms of the 
expression are 8 and 5(2x + 3y).

What distinguishes a coefficient from a constant in an algebraic expression?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Know that a coefficient is a number multiplied by a variable, while a constant is 
a quantity that does not change. For example, in the expression 4c + 1, 4 is a coefficient and 1 is a constant. 
Additionally, know that when a variable appears in an expression without a written coefficient, the 
coefficient is 1.

 y Ask students to classify numbers in an algebraic expression as either coefficients or constant 
terms. For example, given the expression 3x + 2y + 8, classify 3 and 2 as coefficients and 8 as a 
constant term. Also, given an expression that contains a variable without a written coefficient, 
recognize that the coefficient is 1. For example, given the expression x – 5y + 3, classify 1 and –5 
as coefficients and 3 as a constant term.
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 y Ask students to write algebraic expressions that contain a given list of coefficients or constant 
terms. For example, given coefficients of 1, 2, and 3 and a constant term of 6, students could write 
expressions such as the expressions given.

 { x + 2y + 3z + 6
 { 2x + 3x + z + 6
 { x + 2x + 6 + 3x

How can a context help create meaning for an algebraic expression?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Interpret an expression and a context to give meaning to the 
different parts of the expression. For example, given that Rebecca picks a total of 3h pints of blueberries 
for a period of h hours, interpret the 3 as the number of pints of blueberries Rebecca picks each hour, h. 
Additionally, consider that the context can impose limits on the reasonable values possible for the variable.

 y Given an expression and a context relating to the expression, ask students to identify what each 
part of the expression represents in terms of the context. For example, given that a bicycle rental 
costs $10 plus an additional $4 per hour, along with the expression 10 + 4h, identify that 10 
represents the initial charge, 4 represents the hourly charge, and h represents the total number of 
hours for which the bicycle is rented. Also, identify that the entire expression represents the total 
cost to rent a bicycle for h hours.

 y Ask students to describe limits on the possible values of a variable based on the context of the 
algebraic expression in which the variable appears. For example, given that museum tickets are 
sold for $18, along with the expression 18t to represent the total amount of money made from 
ticket sales, identify that t must be a nonnegative whole number since it is impossible to sell a 
fractional amount of a ticket. As an additional example, given that Maria raises $8.75 per mile 
she walks during a charity event, along with the expression 8.75m to represent the total amount 
of money Maria raises for charity, identify that m cannot be a negative number. Also, discuss 
whether it makes sense for m to be 0. Some discussion questions follow.

 { Is it possible that Maria does not participate in the event?
 { Does it make sense for m to be a positive fraction, such as 1.25?
 { Is it possible that Maria only raises money for each complete mile?
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Key Academic Terms:

expression, algebraic expression, variable, operation, term, coefficient, constant, sum, product, quotient, 
factor, distributive property, numerical expression

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Variables: exploring expressions and equations

 y Lesson: Evaluating expressions

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/exploring_expressions_equations/
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/544800/evaluating-expressions
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

15. Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters represent numbers in real-world 
contexts .

d . Evaluate expressions (which may include absolute value and whole number 
exponents) with respect to order of operations .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can an expression be evaluated for specific values of the variables?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that a variable is a letter or symbol representing a number 
and that an expression containing a variable or variables can be used to solve problems. For example, if 
Elizabeth practices the violin for 25 minutes every day, then the variable d could be used to represent 
the number of days Elizabeth practiced the violin and the expression 25d would represent the number 
of minutes Elizabeth practiced over any number of days. One example of a value for d is 7, representing 
practicing for 7 days. The expression that represents the total number of minutes for that specific value 
is 25(7).

 y Ask students to evaluate an expression that represents a real‑world situation by substituting a 
specific value for the variable and generating an equivalent value for the resulting expression. For 
example, give students the situation “Julie has already read 140 pages of a book and plans to read 
24 more pages each day. The expression 140 + 24d can be used to represent the total number of 
pages Julie will have read after d days.” To determine the total number of pages Julie will have read 
after 8 days, substitute 8 for the variable in the expression to create the expression 140 + 24(8). To 
evaluate the expression, first multiply 24 by 8, then add the product to 140.

140 + 24(8)
140 + 192

332

Using the expression, conclude that after 8 days, Julie will have read 332 pages.
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M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Use properties of operations and order 
of operations to evaluate an expression for specific values of the variables. For example, to evaluate 
3(2 + z) – 6 ÷ 2 where z = 4, decide whether to distribute the 3 in 3(2 + z) or to substitute the 4 for z 
and add within the grouping symbols first, using the order of operations. Then, continue solving using 
properties of operations and order of operations for a solution of 15. Observe that the choice of when to 
make an indicated substitution does not change the value of the expression. Additionally, know that when 
an expression contains a coefficient with a variable, such as 5p, the coefficient is being multiplied by the 
variable. Further, while the multiplication between a variable and coefficient is understood and no symbol 
is used, when a value is substituted for the variable, the multiplication must be explicitly shown using 
parentheses, the symbol ×, or the symbol • to represent the operation.

 y Ask students to evaluate expressions for specific values of variables. For example, to evaluate 
6 + y • 3 when y = 5, students should follow the steps shown. 

6 + y • 3

6 + 5 • 3 substitute 5 for y

6 + 15 multiply first, due to order of operations

21 add

Students should also evaluate expressions with more than one variable. For example, to evaluate 
p + 4 • q – 1 when p = 3 and q = 7, students should follow the steps shown.

p + 4 • q – 1

3 + 4 • 7 – 1 substitute 3 for p and 7 for q

3 + 28 – 1 multiply first, due to order of operations

31 – 1 add

30 subtract
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Why is the order of operations significant when using formulas?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Know that formulas are constructed by assuming the order of operations. 
For example, the formula for the surface area of a cube with side length s, A = 6s2, only works when the 
exponent is evaluated prior to multiplying by 6. If s = 2 inches, then the surface area equals 24 square inches 
rather than 144 square inches. Additionally, observe that the order of operations used when evaluating a 
formula depends on when values are substituted into the formula.

 y Ask students to evaluate formulas for given values of the variables using order of operations. For 
example, ask students to evaluate the formula V = s2h to find the volume of a prism with height h 
and a square base with side lengths s given different values for h and s. Regardless of the values for 
h and s, first multiply the value of s by s, and then multiply that product by h.

 { When h = 8 inches and s = 3 inches, the volume is 32 × 8 = 9 × 8 = 72 cubic inches.
 { When h = 10 inches and s = 5 inches, the volume is 52 × 10 = 25 × 10 = 250 cubic inches.

 y Ask students to evaluate formulas for given values of the variables in different ways by 
substituting the given values into the formula at different points. For example, the formula 
P = 2(l + w) can be used to find the perimeter of a rectangle with a length of l units and a width of 
w units. Given a rectangle with l = 4 inches and w = 3 inches, make the substitution for l and w at 
the beginning of the simplification process or at the end.

 { If students choose to make both substitutions immediately, the perimeter can be expressed 
as 2(4 + 3) = 2(7) = 14 inches.

 { If students choose to make both substitutions after the expression is simplified, students can 
distribute the 2 in the formula, resulting in P = 2l + 2w. Now, substituting the appropriate 
values yields a solution of 2l + 2w = 2(4) + 2(3) = 8 + 6 = 14 inches.
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 y Ask students to evaluate expressions for specific values of variables in which the order of 
operations can change based on when the substitution is made. For example, to evaluate 
5(p + 2) – 4 when p = 9, students could choose to substitute 9 for p immediately or make the 
substitution after simplifying the expression.

 { If students choose to substitute p = 9 immediately, the steps to evaluate might look 
something like this.

5(p + 2) – 4
5(9 + 2) – 4

5(11) – 4
55 – 4

51

 { If students choose to wait before substituting, the steps to evaluate might look something like 
this.

5(p + 2) – 4
5p + 10 – 4

5p + 6
5 • 9 + 6
45 + 6

51

Students can discuss which method is preferable and whether the preferred method might change 
based on the expression. Remind students that in the latter method, substituting the value of 9 for 
the variable p makes the expression 5 • 9 + 6, not 59 + 6.

Key Academic Terms:

variable, formula, order of operations, expression, parentheses, exponent, evaluate, solve, substitute

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Order of operations

 y Lesson: Evaluating expressions

https://numberock.com/lessons/order-of-operations/
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/544800/evaluating-expressions
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

16. Generate equivalent algebraic expressions using the properties of operations, 
including inverse, identity, commutative, associative, and distributive .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can different symbols representing multiplication and division be used to generate 
equivalent expressions?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Interpret and use parentheses, a juxtaposition, or a dot to represent 

multiplication and a division or fraction bar to represent division. For example, know that 3 times c  

can be expressed as 3(c) = 3c = 3 • c and that 4 divided by y can be expressed as 4 ÷ y =    4 _ y    =  

4 •    1 _ y    = 4  (  1 _ y  )  . Additionally, observe that the choice of how to represent a product or a quotient can depend 

on the expression as a whole. 

 y Ask students to write expressions involving multiplication in different ways, with each way using 
a different representation of multiplication. For example, given the expression 18y, write 18(y), 
(18)y, and 18 • y.

 y Ask students to write expressions involving division in different ways, with each way using a 

different representation of division. For example, given the expression y ÷ 10, write    y __ 10   , y •    1 __ 10   , and 

y  (  1 __ 10  )  , among others.

 y Ask students to observe that the simplification required in an expression can dictate which 

representation of multiplication or division is the most logical. For example, given the expression 

6  (  x _ 5  )   + (x ÷ 3), it is most logical to express (x ÷ 3) as    x _ 3    so it can be added to    6x __ 5   , an equivalent 

version of the first term.
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How are expressions with variables composed and decomposed?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Use the properties of operations to compose and 
decompose expressions with variables. For example, decompose 12x in a variety of ways, such as 
x + x + x + x + x + x + x + x + x + x + x + x, 2 • 6x, 3(4x), 6x + 6x, and x(10 + 2). Additionally, decompose 
expressions with variables by factoring and choose from multiple possible factors where appropriate.

 y Ask students to write expressions in a variety of ways using a variety of operations. For example, 
given the expression 8y, decompose it in the following ways, among others:

 { Use the definition of multiplication as repeated addition to decompose it as 
y + y + y + y + y + y + y + y.

 { Use addition to rewrite it as (6 + 2)y and then use the distributive property to decompose it 
as 6y + 2y.

 { Use multiplication to rewrite it as (2 • 4)y and then use the associative property to 
decompose it as 2(4y).

Students should write a given expression decomposed in two or three ways and then compare 
these equivalent expressions to the expressions written by other students.

 y Ask students to factor expressions containing sums involving variables by factoring out a 
common factor of the coefficients. For example, given the expression 12x + 6, decompose it 
as 2(6x + 3), 3(4x + 2), or 6(2x + 1). Ask students to write equivalent expressions for a given 
expression and compare these expressions to the expressions written by other students.
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M.P.6. Attend to precision. Identify conventions when using variables, such as hidden coefficients of one, 
combining like terms, and the various multiplication representations. For example, identify the expression 
7p – p as 7p – 1p to create the equivalent expression 6p. Additionally, identify when conventions are useful 
for clarifying the processes used while creating equivalent expressions.

 y Ask students to create expressions equivalent to given expressions with hidden coefficients. 
For example, students could write the expression 8y + y as the equivalent expression 8y + 1y by 
using the identity property, and then add the coefficients of like terms to generate the equivalent 
expression 9y. Likewise, students could write the expression 12p – p as the equivalent expression 
12p – 1p and then subtract the coefficients of like terms to generate the equivalent expression 
11p. Additionally, students can use the inverse property to generate the equivalent expression 
12p + (–1)p and think of the operation as adding a negative instead of subtraction. Students 
should observe that rewriting terms like y and p as 1y and 1p, respectively, is not necessary but 
may make the process of combining like terms clearer.

 y Ask students to use a variety of multiplication and division representations to help create 

equivalent expressions. For example, students could write the expression (y ÷ 5) +   (  3y
 __ 5  )   as 

the equivalent expression    y _ 5    +    3y
 __ 5    to facilitate adding the fractions to generate the equivalent 

expression    4y
 __ 5   . Likewise, students could write    3q

 __ 7    + 6 as 3 •    q _ 7    + 6 to facilitate factoring out the 

common factor of 3 to generate the equivalent expression 3  (  q _ 7   + 2)   using the associative property. 

Students should be aware that rewriting multiplication and division expressions using these 

conventions is not necessary but may make the simplification process clearer.

Key Academic Terms:

expression, equivalent, variable, like terms, properties of operations, identity property, inverse property, 
associative property, commutative property, distributive property

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Equivalent expressions using mathematical properties

 y Activity: Anna in D.C.

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/531696/equivalent-expressions-using-mathematical-properties
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/EE/A/3/tasks/997
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Algebra and Functions

Apply knowledge of arithmetic to read, write, and evaluate algebraic expressions.

17. Determine whether two expressions are equivalent and justify the reasoning .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the equivalency of two algebraic expressions be verified without substituting a 
value into the variables?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Apply any of the properties of operations to one expression so 
that it generates a second expression. For example, the expression 2(5k + 1) is equivalent to the expression 
10k + 2 because 2(5k + 1) becomes 10k + 2 when the distributive property is applied. Additionally, observe 
that some algebraic expressions may have many different equivalent forms. 

 y Ask students to write an equivalent expression to a given algebraic expression. For example, given 
the expression 3x + 2x, add like terms to get the equivalent expression 5x. Similarly, given the 
expression 4(3y + 5), apply the distributive property to get the equivalent expression 12y + 20, as 
shown by the area model.

4

5

20

3y

12y

12y + 20

4(3y + 5)

 y Ask students to write multiple equivalent expressions to a given algebraic expression, with 
each equivalent expression following the application of a single property. For example, given 
the expression 3(2z + 4) + 4(z – 2), apply the distributive property. If the distributive property 
is applied in two separate steps, students can obtain additional equivalent expressions, such 
as 6z + 12 + 4(z – 2). If the distributive property is applied in one step, students can obtain 
the equivalent expression 6z + 12 + 4z – 8. Then, like terms can be combined to result in 
the expression 10z + 4. Again, if like terms are combined in separate steps, obtain additional 
equivalent expressions, such as 10z + 12 – 8.
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 y Ask students to determine whether two algebraic expressions are equivalent by creating a 
sequence of equivalent expressions connecting them. For example, ask students to determine 
whether the expressions 3(2x + 7) – 13 and 2(3x + 4) are equivalent.

 { The first expression is equivalent to 6x + 8.

3(2x + 7) – 13

= 6x + 21 – 13 because of the distributive property
= 6x + 8 by combining like terms

 { The second expression is also equivalent to 6x + 8.

2(3x + 4)

= 6x + 8 because of the distributive property

Because there is a chain of equivalent expressions linking the two expressions, the two 
expressions themselves are equivalent. Point out to students that not being able to find such 
a chain of equivalent expressions would NOT prove that the expressions are not equivalent. 
Non‑equivalency can be proven by substituting values into the expressions and finding a 
counterexample.

Key Academic Terms:

equivalent expressions, properties of operations, variable, manipulate, like terms

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Equivalent expressions using mathematical properties

 y Activity: Equivalent Expressions

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/531696/equivalent-expressions-using-mathematical-properties
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/EE/A/4/tasks/542
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Algebra and Functions

Use equations and inequalities to represent and solve real-world or mathematical 
problems.

18. Determine whether a value is a solution to an equation or inequality by using 
substitution to conclude whether a given value makes the equation or inequality true .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What does it mean to solve an equation or inequality?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Define solving an equation or inequality as the process of reasoning, using 
substitution or the structure of a problem, to find the numbers that make that equation or inequality true. 
For example, 6 is the solution to the equation w + 4 = 10 because the equation is true when w is 6; and 
in the inequality 3z < 24, the solution is z < 8 because the inequality is true with any number less than 
8. Additionally, know that a value can be substituted for a variable to determine whether that value is a 
solution to the equation or is in the solution set of the inequality. For example, y = 2 is a solution to 4y = 8 
because 4(2) = 8 is a true statement.

 y Ask students to determine the solution to an equation or the solution set to an inequality by 
answering the question “What value or values will make this true?” For example, give students 
the inequality 3 + r ≥ 5. Explain that solving the inequality means determining what values will 
make it true. Determine that the inequality shows adding 3 to the unknown value r and that the 
sum must be greater than or equal to 5. The value of r that makes the two sides of the inequality 
equivalent is 2 because 3 + 2 is equal to 5. Therefore, any value that is greater than or equal to 2 
would be a solution to the inequality. This is represented by r ≥ 2.

 y Ask students to determine whether a given solution is correct by substituting the value or values 
into the equation or inequality to determine whether it generates a true statement. For example, 
give students the equation 4v = 24. Ask students to determine whether the solution v = 6 is 
correct. Show that when 6 is substituted for v, the equation generated is 4(6) = 24, which is 
equivalent to the true equation 24 = 24. As an additional example, give students the inequality 
q – 6 < 9. Ask students to determine whether the solution set q < 10 is correct. Show that although 
every value in the solution set q < 10 is true, it does not include ALL the possible correct answers. 
Since 15, not 10, minus 6 is equal to 9, the correct endpoint of the solution set to the inequality 
should be 15. Therefore, the correct solution set to the inequality is q < 15.
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Key Academic Terms:

equation, inequality, solution, substitution, subtraction property, addition property, distributive property, 
evaluate, true, false, equal, solution set

Additional Resources:

 y Game: Math balloons algebra game

 y Tutorial: How do you determine if a value is a solution to an inequality?

https://www.mathnook.com/walkthroughs/math-balloons-algebra.php
https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_EE-expression-equations/B/5/check-inequality-solution
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Algebra and Functions

Use equations and inequalities to represent and solve real-world or mathematical 
problems.

19. Write and solve an equation in the form of x + p = q or px = q for cases in which p, 
q, and x are all non-negative rational numbers to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems .

a . Interpret the solution of an equation in the context of the problem .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How are inverse operations one of many useful strategies in solving equations?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Know that addition and subtraction “undo” one 
another when solving for a variable because they are inverse operations, and know that multiplication and 
division are inverse operations as well. For example, in the equation x + 2 = 3, the variable x can be isolated 
by subtracting 2 from both sides of the equation because subtracting 2 is the inverse of adding 2, and the 
equation is still balanced. Similarly, in the equation 3x = 6, the variable x can be isolated by dividing both 
sides of the equation by 3 because dividing by 3 is the inverse of multiplying by 3. Additionally, observe 
that when additive operations “undo” one another in an equation, the result is the variable being increased 
by 0, which is the same as the variable itself, and when multiplicative operations “undo” one another in an 
equation, the result is the variable being multiplied by 1, which is the same as the variable itself. 
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 y Ask students to solve an equation using inverse operations to isolate the variable. For example, 

solve the equation x –    5 _ 8    =    9 _ 8    for x. Because x is being decreased by    5 _ 8   , the fraction    5 _ 8    needs to be 

added to both sides of the equation. This maintains equality and, when completed, the variable x 

is the only term remaining on the left side of the equation, and the right side of the equation 

becomes    14 __ 8   , which can be represented as    7 _ 4   .

x –    5 _ 8    =    9 _ 8   

x –    5 _ 8    +    5 _ 8    =    9 _ 8    +    5 _ 8   

x =    14 __ 8   

x =    7 _ 4    = 1   3 _ 4   
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 y Ask students to identify and correct common errors made while solving an equation. Give 

students the example “A student solved the equation z + 5 = 12   1 _ 3    by adding 5 to both sides of 

the equation to get the solution 17   1 _ 3   .” Explain that the error made was adding 5 more to the left 

side of the equation when the variable is being increased by 5. This operation would create the 

expression z + 10 on the left side of the equation. Therefore, determine that both sides of the 

equation need to be reduced by 5. Thus, the correct solution is z = 7   1 _ 3   .

z + 5 = 12   1 _ 3   

z + 5 – 5 = 12   1 _ 3    – 5

z = 7   1 _ 3   

Additionally, give students the example “A student solved the equation 6 = 4y by subtracting 4 

from both sides of the equation to get the solution 2 = y.” Explain that the error made was 

subtracting in an attempt to “undo” multiplication. Since the variable is being multiplied by 4, 

dividing both sides of the equation by 4 will yield the correct solution of     6 _ 4   , which can be 

represented as    3 _ 2   .

6 = 4y

6 ÷ 4 = 4y ÷ 4

   6 _ 4    = y

   3 _ 2    = y
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How can a variable be used to represent an unknown quantity in real-world and 
mathematical problems?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Represent a situation symbolically, attending to the meaning of 
the variable. Solve the written equation and make sense of the solution in the context of the situation. For 
example, represent the situation “Maeva had $36.48. Her friend gave her a jar full of coins, and then Maeva 
had $52.98.” Use the equation 36.48 + x = 52.98, where x is the amount of money in the coin jar. Solving the 
equation yields x = 16.5, which means that Maeva’s friend gave her $16.50 in coins. The answer makes sense 
when estimation, subtraction, or the context of the problem is used to check it. Additionally, know that key 
words and phrases in a given context determine what mathematical symbols can be used to represent them. 

 y Ask students to write and solve an equation to represent a given situation. For example, give 
students the situation “Sawyer purchased a pair of pants that were on sale for $5.50 off the 
original price. Sawyer paid $22.25 for the pants. What was the original price?” Determine that 
the unknown quantity that can be represented using a variable is the original price of the pants, p. 
The situation states that the pants were on sale for $5.50 off the original price, which means the 
expression p – 5.50 can be used to represent the cost after the discount. Since the cost after the 
discount is $22.25, the expression that is equivalent to the cost after the discount is equal to the 
cost. Thus, p – 5.50 = 22.25. Solve the equation by adding 5.50 to both sides to get the solution 
p = 27.75.

p – 5.50 = 22.25
p – 5.50 + 5.50 = 22.25 + 5.50

p = 27.75

Verify the solution in the context of the situation by confirming that when $27.75 is reduced by 
$5.50, the result is $22.25, meaning that the original cost of the pants was $27.75.
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 y Ask students to identify and correct errors made when representing a given situation using an 

equation, giving the reasoning for the error and the correct solution. For example, give students 

the situation “Lucy gave    1 _ 4    of her baseball cards to her younger brother. She had 126 cards 

remaining in her collection after she gave the cards to her brother. A student determined that 

Lucy originally had 504 cards by writing and solving the equation    1 _ 4   c = 126, where c is the 

number of cards that Lucy originally had.” Explain that the error the student made was that 

while Lucy gave away    1 _ 4    of her cards, the amount of cards she still has is not represented by the 

expression    1 _ 4   c. Lucy gave away    1 _ 4    of her cards, which means she kept    3 _ 4    of her cards. The correct 

equation that should be used is therefore    3 _ 4   c = 126. This equation can be solved by dividing both 

sides of the equation by    3 _ 4    (which is the same as multiplying both sides by    4 _ 3   ). Doing this yields the 

solution to the equation c =    504 ___ 3   , which is equivalent to c = 168.

   3 _ 4   c = 126

   4 _ 3    •    3 _ 4   c =    4 _ 3    • 126

c =    504 ___ 3   

c = 168

Conclude that this means the correct number of cards that Lucy originally had was 168.
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Key Academic Terms:

equation, variable, inverse operation, unknown, isolate, subtraction property, addition property, distributive 
property, properties of equality, true, false, solve, equal

Additional Resources:

 y Lessons: Expressions and equations

 y Lesson: Balancing number sentences to introduce missing values

 y Article: How to teach solving equations

https://www.hand2mind.com/ccssdownloads/e78870_HOSC_G6_EE.pdf
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/vtl07.math.algebra.equ.lpbalance/balancing-number-sentences-to-introduce-missing-values/
https://www.maneuveringthemiddle.com/how-to-teach-solving-equations/
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Algebra and Functions

Use equations and inequalities to represent and solve real-world or mathematical 
problems.

20. Write and solve inequalities in the form of x > c, x < c, x ≥ c, or x ≤ c to represent a 
constraint or condition in a real-world or mathematical problem .

a . Interpret the solution of an inequality in the context of a problem .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How does an inequality compare to an equation?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that equations and inequalities are both mathematical 

sentences, where “=” indicates that two quantities are equal, “<” indicates that the first number is less than 

the second, “≤” indicates that the first number is less than or equal to the second, “>” indicates that the first 

number is greater than the second, and “≥” indicates that the first number is greater than or equal to the 

second. For example, the mathematical sentence x =    6 _ 5    indicates that x has the same value as    6 _ 5   , while the 

mathematical sentence    8 _ 4    < p indicates that    8 _ 4    is less than whatever value p represents or that the value of p 

is any and all values greater than    8 _ 4   . Additionally, observe that an inequality can be stated in two different 

but equivalent forms and know how to represent an inequality in its equivalent form. For example, the 

inequality    5 _ 9    ≤ y states that    5 _ 9    is less than or equal to y, which is equivalent to stating that y is greater than or 

equal to    5 _ 9   , so the inequality can also be represented as y ≥    5 _ 9   . 

 y Ask students to use an inequality to represent a given situation. For example, give students the 
following prompt: “The price of a movie ticket changes depending on the time and day. The cost 
is always less than $9.” To determine the price of the ticket, represent it using a variable, p. Since 
the price of a ticket is always less than $9, the inequality p < 9 can be used to describe the set of 
possible prices of a ticket. It is understood from the context that p is a positive number.
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 y Ask students to determine when a given situation is best represented using an equation or 
an inequality by using key words and phrases in the situation to explain why an equation or 
inequality best fits the situation. For example, given the situation “Sophia eats at least 2,000 
calories per day,” students should determine that the situation is best represented using an 
inequality. Students should identify that the phrase “at least” indicates that the relationship 
between the number of calories Sophia eats and the given value of 2,000 is a relationship that 
should NOT be represented with just an equal sign. Therefore, the number of calories Sophia 
consumes can be represented using a variable, c, creating the inequality c ≥ 2,000 to best represent 
this situation. Explain that the inequality 2,000 ≤ c is equivalent because if the number of calories 
must be greater than or equal to 2,000, then 2,000 must be less than or equal to the number of 
calories.

What is the meaning of a solution set to an inequality?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that an inequality may have more than one solution. An 
inequality can have many solutions, and those solutions are called a solution set. For example, the inequality 
x > 3 has infinitely many solutions in its solution set because there is an infinite number of values that are 
larger than 3. Additionally, know that all inequalities of the form x > c or x < c where c is a real number 
have an infinite number of solutions unless the inequality is being used to represent a contextual problem 
for which certain solutions are not meaningful in the context. Further, observe that when an algebraic 
relationship has an infinite number of solutions, it is not necessarily true that the solution set is represented 
by all real numbers. 

 y Ask students to describe the solution set to a given inequality using words. For example, given 
the inequality 4 > z, students determine that the solution set is the infinite set of numbers that are 
less than 4 because the inequality states that 4 must be greater than z. Explain that this includes all 
negative numbers as well as the positive numbers that are less than 4.

 y Ask students to identify common errors in determining the solution set to an inequality and 
describe the correct solution set. For example, give students this prompt: “A student described 
the solution set to the inequality a > 2 as all numbers 3 and greater.” To determine the error the 
student made and give the correct solution set, students explain that while 2 is not a solution to 
the inequality, there is a set of numbers between the whole numbers 2 and 3. All these numbers 
make the inequality true and are therefore solutions to the inequality. The correct solution set to 
the inequality can only be described as all values greater than 2 because there is no other way to 
describe the smallest possible value that is a solution to the inequality.
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 y Ask students to compare the solution set to an inequality that represents a given context with 
the meaningful solution set placed in the context of the situation. For example, give students the 
following prompt: “A city regulation states that the number of dogs a person who lives in that city 
can own must be less than 4. The inequality d < 4, where d is the number of dogs owned, can be 
used to represent this situation.” Explain that the solution set to the inequality is the infinite set 
of numbers that are less than 4. However, the meaningful solution set to the situation does not 
include all numbers less than 4 because the variable represents the number of dogs owned, so 
only the whole number, nonnegative values in the solution set of the inequality are meaningful 
in the context of the situation. Therefore, only the numbers 0, 1, 2, and 3 are solutions to the 
inequality and also meaningful solutions in the context of the situation.

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Use an inequality to indicate the numbers represented by a variable in a real‑
world context. For example, when given the context “Sara runs 7.4 feet every s seconds,” the numbers 
represented by the variable s are all the numbers greater than 0, or s > 0, because Sara can only run for an 
amount of time that is greater than 0 seconds. There is also a reasonable upper limit to the set of numbers 
represented by s because Sara cannot run for an infinite number of seconds. Additionally, describe contexts 
in which the constraints of the variable in the given context can only be represented using positive numbers. 
Further, describe contexts in which the numbers represented by the variable can only be whole numbers.

 y Ask students to represent a given real‑world context using an inequality. For example, give 
students the following prompt: “Mike scored no more than 12 points in each of his team’s last 
5 basketball games.” The unknown quantity, the number of points scored in each game, can be 
represented by a variable, p. The relationship between the number of points and the given value of 
12 can be represented using a ≤ symbol. The inequality p ≤ 12 can therefore be used to represent 
the situation where only whole number, non‑negative values of p are meaningful solutions to the 
problem, as the number of points can only be measured in whole numbers.
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 y Ask students to write a real‑world situation that could be represented by a given inequality. For 
example, give students the following task: “Write a real‑world situation for which the meaningful 
values of x are represented by –3 > x.” To determine that the numbers represented by x are all 
numbers that are less than –3, students explain that the inequality states that –3 must be greater 
than the unknown quantity, x. Discuss the types of real‑word situations that can be represented 
using negative numbers. These include but are not limited to temperature, elevation compared 
to sea level, or the balance of a bank account. Students could determine that the inequality could 
be used to represent the idea that the temperature was below –3 degrees for the duration of a day 
and write this real‑world situation: “The weather forecast for the temperature in Bridgeport says 
that it will be less than –3°C for the entire day.” Additionally, explain that in the context of the 
situation, there is an unspecified reasonable lower limit to the temperature.

How do you know if a solution is feasible?

M.P.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. Observe that solutions to inequalities 
modeling real‑world situations may include answers that are not accurate in the context of the situation. 
For example, give students the following prompt: “Twenty‑three members of a local choir will be going 
on a trip. The choir will be taking vans that will each carry up to 5 choir members. Write an inequality to 
represent the number of vans, v, the choir can take.” The inequality can be written as v > 23 ÷ 5 or v > 4.6. 
While v = 5.5 is a solution to the inequality v > 4.6, 5.5 vans is not a feasible solution because it is not 
possible to take 0.5 of a van. Additionally, observe that for certain types of situations in which the variable 
represents an unknown quantity that can only be measured in whole numbers, the mathematical solution 
to the inequality is not the same as the solution set in the context of the situation. Further, observe that for 
certain types of situations in which the variable represents an unknown quantity that can only be measured 
using positive numbers, the mathematical solution may only contain an upper limit, while the solution set 
in the context of the situation may contain both an upper and lower limit.
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 y Ask students to use an inequality to represent a real‑world situation and compare the 
mathematical solution set to the solution set in the context of the situation. For example, give 
students the following prompt: “Grace is helping plan the pizza party for the student council 
at her school. One pizza can feed as many as 4 students. There are 35 students on the student 
council. Write an inequality to determine the possible number of pizzas Grace can order so that 
all students are fed. Compare the mathematical solution set of the inequality with the solution 
set in the context of the situation.” Students determine that the unknown quantity that will be 
represented by a variable, x, is the number of pizzas Grace orders. The inequality that can be 
used to represent the situation is x ≥ 35 ÷ 4, or x ≥ 8.75, because each pizza can feed as many as 
4 students. Students compare the solution set of the inequality with the solution set in the context 
of the situation by explaining that the solution set of the inequality is every number that is greater 
than or equal to 8.75, including numbers such as 8.76 and 8.8. The solution set in the context of 
the situation is all whole numbers 9 and greater because Grace cannot order a fraction of a pizza. 
Explain that the situation would also have an undetermined upper limit to the number of pizzas 
Grace could order.

 y Ask students to explain errors made in interpreting mathematical solutions to inequalities in 
the context of the real‑world situations they represent and to find the correct solution set in the 
context of the situation. For example, give students the following prompt: “Neal and Abdi go to 
an arcade. Neal purchases 16 tokens to use in the machines, and Abdi purchases fewer tokens 
than Neal. A student determined that the inequality t < 16 can be used to represent the number 
of tokens Abdi could have purchased. The student stated that possible solutions for the number 
of tokens Abdi could have purchased therefore include 15.5, 10, 7.75 and –3.” Students determine 
that the error the student made was giving possible solutions that are not meaningful solutions 
in the context of the situation. While 10 is part of the solution set in the context of the situation, 
the other solutions the student gave are mathematical solutions to the inequality, but they are 
not meaningful in this context because they are not whole numbers, and Abdi can only purchase 
whole numbers of tokens. The numbers that are both part of the mathematical solution set of the 
inequality and part of the meaningful solution set in the context of the situation are the whole 
numbers between 0 and 15, including both 0 and 15.
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Key Academic Terms:

inequality, equation, solution set, equal, greater than, less than, infinitely many, feasible, true, false, solve, 
test

Additional Resources:

 y Tutorial: How do you graph an inequality or an infinite set on a number line?

 y Lesson: Inequalities

https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_EE-expression-equations/B/8/number-line-graph-inequality
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/468016/inequalities
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Algebra and Functions

Use equations and inequalities to represent and solve real-world or mathematical 
problems.

20. Write and solve inequalities in the form of x > c, x < c, x ≥ c, or x ≤ c to represent a 
constraint or condition in a real-world or mathematical problem .

b . Represent the solutions of inequalities on a number line and explain that the 
solution set may contain infinitely many solutions .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How are number lines useful for representing the solution set of an inequality?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Represent more than one solution, including infinitely many solutions, 
with an open circle, shading, and an arrow on a number line. For example, the solution set of the inequality 
x < 4 can be shown on a number line with an open circle at 4 and shading and an arrow to the left of 4. 
Additionally, know that because the solution set to an inequality of the form x < c or x > c, where c is a 
real number, is an infinite set of values, the number line indicates the endpoint and the shading and arrow 
indicate the value of the solutions relative to the endpoint, as the entire solution set cannot be listed or 
graphed with discrete points on a number line. 

 y Ask students to represent the solution set to an inequality using a number line. For example, ask 

students to represent the inequality f < 4. Students construct a number line containing the point 4 

and values larger and smaller than 4, such as    9 _ 2    and    7 _ 2   . Plot a point at the endpoint of the solution 

set, 4. This endpoint should be an open circle, meaning that it is not included in the solution 

set. Explain that the endpoint is 4 and not a value less than 4 because there is no tangible way to 

represent a number that is as close as possible to 4 but less than 4 because there is always another 

number in between two numbers in the real number system. Draw an arrow to the left of the 

endpoint, as the inequality symbol indicates that the solution set is all values less than 4 on the 

number line.
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 y Ask students to write an inequality given a solution set shown on a number line. For example, 
write an inequality for the solution set shown on the number line below.

–5 10–2 –1–4 –3–6

The endpoint on the graph is –5. The endpoint is included in the solution set because its circle 
is closed, so the inequality must include –5 as a solution. The values indicated by the arrow are 
the values that are greater than –5 because the arrow from the endpoint goes to the right. On 
a number line, values increase from left to right. Select a variable, such as w, to represent the 
unknown quantity and write the inequality w ≥ –5, indicating that the inequality’s solution set 
consists of all values that are greater than or equal to –5, which is the solution set shown on the 
graph.

Key Academic Terms:

inequality, equation, solution set, equal, greater than, less than, open circle, closed circle, number line, 
infinitely many, graph, true, false, test

Additional Resources:

 y Tutorial: How do you graph an inequality or an infinite set on a number line?

 y Lesson: Inequalities

https://virtualnerd.com/common-core/grade-6/6_EE-expression-equations/B/8/number-line-graph-inequality
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/468016/inequalities
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Algebra and Functions

Identify and analyze relationships between independent and dependent variables.

21. Identify, represent, and analyze two quantities that change in relationship to one 
another in real-world or mathematical situations .

a . Use tables, graphs, and equations to represent the relationship between 
independent and dependent variables .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What do independent and dependent variables represent in an equation?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Identify the independent variable as the “input” of an equation 
and the dependent variable as the “output” of an equation. Show that the value of the dependent variable is 
contingent on (depends on) the value of the independent variable. For example, if the equation p = 0.75m is 
used to represent a total number of pages read, p, after m minutes, then m is the independent variable and 
p is the dependent variable. The number of pages read depends on the number of minutes spent reading. 
Additionally, know that when a relationship is represented using an equation, the dependent variable is 
often (but not always) isolated on one side of the equation and a rule containing the independent variable 
makes up the expression on the other side of the equation.

 y Ask students to identify the independent variable as the “input” of an equation and the 
dependent variable as the “output” of an equation given an equation. For example, “The equation 
m = 15w represents the amount of money, m, Kayla has saved after w weeks.” Determine that 
the dependent variable is the amount of money, m, that Kayla has saved. The amount of money 
changes based on the number of weeks, which makes it the dependent variable. This means that 
the number of weeks is the independent variable, as the number of weeks is not changed by the 
amount of money.
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 y Ask students to determine how the dependent variable changes based on changes to the 

independent variable given an equation representing a relationship. For example, “The equation 

d =    1 __ 15   m yields the distance, d, in miles, that Jacob has walked after m minutes.” Determine that 

Jacob’s distance is dependent on the time for which he has been walking, and when Jacob walks 

for 15 minutes, the change in the distance that he has walked is equal to    1 __ 15    (15) or 1 mile.

How can the meaning of the variables be used to determine the variable that is 
independent and the variable that is dependent?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Analyze the problem to define the meaning 
of each variable to help discern which variable is independent and which is dependent. For example, given 
the situation “Imani buys one box of pencils that costs $2.99 and n notebooks that cost $1.89 per notebook. 
She spends a total of t dollars for the box of pencils and the notebooks,” determine that n is the number of 
notebooks and is the independent variable, and t is the total cost, dependent on the number of notebooks, 
so it is the dependent variable. Additionally, know that change in the independent variable causes change 
in the dependent variable in a particular way, and asking which variable changing will logically cause the 
change in the other variable is a useful tool in determining which variable is the independent variable and 
which is the dependent variable in a given situation. 

 y Ask students to determine the independent and dependent variables given a relationship between 
two quantities. For example, “A bag of dog food has a chart on it that has a recommended amount 
to feed dogs based on different weight ranges.” Determine that the variables in the situation are 
the amount of dog food and the weight of the dog. This means that the amount of dog food will 
depend on the weight of the dog. The amount of dog food is therefore the dependent variable and 
the weight of the dog is the independent variable.

 y Ask students to analyze and correct common errors made when determining the independent 
variable and dependent variable in a relationship. For example, “Lisa can run 6.5 miles per hour. 
A student stated that the independent variable in this situation is the amount of time for which 
Lisa runs and the dependent variable is 6.5.” Determine that the student correctly gave the 
independent variable in the situation as the amount of time for which Lisa runs. Explain that the 
error the student made was using the constant value as the dependent variable. The dependent 
variable that changes as a result of the amount of time for which Lisa runs is the total distance 
that Lisa runs.
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How can the relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable be 
expressed in a graph or table?

M.P.4 Model with mathematics. Know that a table or graph can be used to show the same relationship 
between an independent variable and a dependent variable that is expressed in an equation. For example, 
a table indicating that 3 ice cream cones cost $4.50 and 5 ice cream cones cost $7.50 represents the same 
relationship as the equation p = 1.5c, where the dependent variable, p, is the total cost of c ice cream cones. 
Additionally, know that the horizontal axis is used to represent the independent variable and the vertical 
axis is used to represent the dependent variable when a relationship is expressed as a graph.

 y Ask students to write an equation that represents the same relationship that is given in a table. 
For example, “The table shows the cost to rent roller skates based on the amount of time they are 
rented.”

Time 
in Hours

Cost to 
Rent Skates

2 $7.00

3 $10.50

4 $14.00

5 $17.50

Determine that the cost changes by $3.50 between two hours and three hours. This cost per 
hour, h, can be multiplied by 2 to get 7 or by 3 to get 10.5, so the cost to rent roller skates can 
be represented as 3.5h. The equation that represents the cost, c, in this relationship is therefore 
c = 3.5h.
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 y Ask students to write an equation that represents the same relationship as one given as a graph. 
For example, “The graph shows the number of pages remaining in Xavier’s book based on the 
number of hours he spent reading.”
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Explain that the number of pages remaining in Xavier’s book, y, is dependent on the number of 
hours for which he reads, x. Explain that the number of pages the book contains is 225 because 
when Xavier has read for 0 hours, there are 225 pages remaining to read. Explain that Xavier 
reads 50 pages per hour because after 1 hour, there were 175 pages remaining to read, and the 
difference between 225 and 175 is 50. The number of pages remaining in Xavier’s book can 
therefore be represented by subtracting the number of hours he reads multiplied by 50 from 
the initial number of pages. The equation y = 225 – 50x can therefore be used to represent the 
relationship.
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Key Academic Terms:

independent variable, dependent variable, variable, equation, table, graph, relationship, rate of change

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Solving for independent and dependent variables

 y Activity: Families of Triangles

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/544238/solving-for-independent-and-dependent-variables
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/EE/C/9/tasks/2206
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Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability

Use real-world and mathematical problems to analyze data and demonstrate an 
understanding of statistical variability and measures of center.

22. Write examples and non-examples of statistical questions, explaining that a statistical 
question anticipates variability in the data related to the question .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How is variability affected by the way a question is posed?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Observe that the wording or framing of a question affects 
whether there is variation in the answers. For example, asking people how many state capitals there are in 
the US does not allow for variation, but asking people how many state capitals they have visited does allow 
for variation in the data set. Additionally, observe that the population to which a question is posed affects 
whether there is variation in the answers. 

 y Ask students to create questions with numeric answers that both allow and do not allow for 
variation. First, students should each come up with a question for which the responses cannot 
have any variation. Then, students should each come up with a second question—ideally, one 
that is related to the first question—for which the responses can have variation. For example, two 
related questions could be:

 { How many African countries are there?
 { How many African countries can you name?

The first question is not a statistical question because it does not allow for variation in the answer 
when answered correctly. The second question is a statistical question because it allows for 
variation in the answer.

 y Ask students to describe populations for which a given question might elicit responses with or 
without variation. For example, the question “What grade are you in?” might elicit responses with 
variation when asked to members of a random sample of high school students. However, that 
same question will not elicit responses with variation when asked to members of a class consisting 
entirely of students in grade 6.
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How is variability shown in a data set?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Know that variability refers to a spread of values in a data set. For example, 
the variability of the data set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is greater than the variability of the data set {1, 1, 1, 1, 2}. 
Additionally, know that the spread is affected by the relationship or distance between the values in the data 
set rather than the specific, individual values in the data set. 

 y To illustrate that variability is not the same as variety, or amount of variation, show students the 
data sets {1, 1, 1, 10, 10, 10} and {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The first set has more variability, despite the 
fact that it has values with less variety, because there is a greater spread between the largest and 
smallest values.

 y Ask students to describe or plot on a number line sets with different variabilities, beginning 
with a set that has no variability. For example, students could begin by plotting the data set 
{3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3}.

 { Connect the set with the concept of a nonstatistical question. For example, the set could 
come from asking a group of third‑grade students what grade they are in. When students 
in third grade are asked their grade level, the question does not allow for variation and is 
therefore not a statistical question.

 { Next, ask students to adjust the data set one point at a time to increase its variability. After 
the first two changes, a sample data set might be {2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4}. This data set could have 
come from asking a group of students waiting for a school bus what grade they are in. The 
question is statistical because it allows for variation. Students should observe that in this 
particular case, the points spread out on the number line as the variability increases and the 
shape of the graph changes from having a single peak to being flatter.

 y To illustrate that variability is affected by the spread rather than the specific values in a data 
set, provide students with two data sets that have the same variability but different values. For 
example, {2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5} and {6, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9}. Ask students to create a line plot for each data set on 
a separate number line. Each number line should be on a different sheet of paper, but the number 
lines should be identical in terms of spacing between each value. Then, have students place the 
pieces of paper on top of one another so the data sets are aligned. Students should see that the 
data sets have the same spread, even though the values are different, and that this sameness is 
illustrated by the fact that the left‑most point and the right‑most point of the two graphs align 
with each other.
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Key Academic Terms:

variation, data, spread, statistical question, variability

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Statistical questioning

 y Lesson: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, student materials, topic A, lesson 1)

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/583781/statistical-questioning
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
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Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability

Use real-world and mathematical problems to analyze data and demonstrate an 
understanding of statistical variability and measures of center.

23. Calculate, interpret, and compare measures of center (mean, median, mode) and 
variability (range and interquartile range) in real-world data sets .

a . Determine which measure of center best represents a real-world data set .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What does the mean of a data set represent?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that the mean is a measure of center that represents the 

equal distribution of the data, in the sense of unit rate, that can be calculated by finding the sum of all items 

in a data set divided by the number of items in the data set. For example, the number of books a group of 

students read during spring break can be represented by the data set {2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The mean of this 

data set equals    40 __ 8   , or 5 books, and represents how many books each student would have read if they had 

all read the same number of books. Additionally, changes made to the values in a data set affect the mean, 

although the amount of the change in the mean is determined both by the specific changes as well as the 

number of values in the data set. 

 y Ask students to identify and determine the two key values necessary to calculate the mean of 
a data set: the sum of the values in the data set and the number of values in the data set. This 
example data set represents the ages of 6 randomly selected students at a summer camp.

{12, 12, 13, 13, 14, 16}

The two key values are 80 (the sum of 12 + 12 + 13 + 13 + 14 + 16) and 6 (the number of values 

in the data set). Ask students to use those key values to determine the mean. Here, the mean is 

80 ÷ 6 = 13   1 _ 3    years.
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 y Ask students to discuss how changing a single value in a data set or introducing a new value in a 
data set can affect the mean. The example data shown represent the number of photographs each 
of 5 participants displayed at an art show.

{3, 4, 6, 7, 10}

First, have students determine the mean of the data set. In this case, the mean equals    30 __ 5   , or 

6 photographs. Have students double the greatest value in the set and predict the new mean 

before calculating it. Then, have students remove the greatest value in the set and predict the new 

mean before calculating it. In this case, have students predict the means of {3, 4, 6, 7, 20} and 

{3, 4, 6, 7}.
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 y Ask students to interpret the mean in the context of a situation. For example, this data set 
represents the number of oranges in each of 6 crates.

{8, 10, 10, 11, 13, 14}

Ask students to determine the mean. In this case, the mean is 11. Ask students to interpret 
the mean in the context of oranges in crates. Students should identify that if the oranges were 
distributed equally among all the crates, each crate would contain the mean number of oranges, 
which is 11.

11 11 11

11 11 11

10108

11 1413

Crates of Oranges
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What does the median of a data set represent?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that the median is a measure of center that represents the 
middle value of a data set that is in numerical order (or the mean of the two middle values with an even 
number of items). For example, a group of seven students were asked to roll a number cube until they get 
a 1 and to count the number of rolls. The data set {8, 9, 6, 1, 17, 2, 5} represents the number of rolls it took 
each of the students to get a 1. The median of this data set can be determined by rearranging the data into 
numerical order, which is {1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 17}, and identifying that 6 is the middle value. The same number 
of students took more than 6 rolls as the number of students who took less than 6 rolls. Additionally, 
observe that the median may or may not be an actual value in the data set. 

 y To find the median of a data set with an odd number of items, ask students to arrange the values 
in a data set in numerical order, count the number of items in the data set, and find the middle 
value. For example, the data set shown represents the number of books each of 9 patrons checked 
out on their last visit to a library.

{1, 3, 9, 3, 7, 2, 6, 12, 7}

When that data set is ordered numerically, it is {1, 2, 3, 3, 6, 7, 7, 9, 12}. The set has 9 values and 
the middle value is 6, so 6 is the median. Note that the same number of patrons checked out fewer 
than 6 books as the number of patrons who checked out greater than 6 books. (If the median is 
not a repeated value in the set, there will always be the same number of values on either side of 
the median.) When there is an odd number of values in a data set, the median must be a value in 
the data set.

 y To find the median of a data set with an even number of items, ask students to arrange the values 
in a data set in numerical order, count the number of items in the data set, and find the mean of 
the two middle values. For example, the data set shown represents the number of US states each 
of 10 students have visited.

{2, 1, 2, 6, 1, 5, 9, 3, 2, 3}

When that data set is ordered numerically, it is {1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 5, 6, 9}. The two values in the 

middle of the data set are 2 and 3. The mean of those values is    (2 + 3)
 _____ 2    = 2.5, so the median of the 

data set is 2.5 US states. The same number of students have visited fewer than 2.5 US states as the 

number of students who have visited more than 2.5 US states. When there is an even number of 

values in a data set, the median may be a value in the data set, but it does not have to be. As is the 

case here, since it is not possible to visit 2.5 states.
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 y To demonstrate the effects of outliers on the median of data sets, ask students to find the median 
of a given data set and then change the maximum or minimum value to an extreme outlier and 
recalculate the median. This example shows the number of games of chess each of 6 students in a 
chess club played over the weekend.

{2, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8}

The median of the data set is 4 games of chess, which is the mean of 3 and 5. If the student who 
played 8 games of chess over the weekend instead played 20 games of chess over the weekend, the 
median remains unchanged because it is only affected by the middle two values when the values 
are arranged in numerical order. Because the median only takes into account the central values, 
changes that do not affect those values have no effect on the median. The set can contain gaps and 
clusters and be skewed left or right, yet the median will not illustrate any of these characteristics.

What does the range of a data set represent and how is it different from measures 
of center?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that, unlike measures of center, the range indicates 
variability within a data set by accounting for the difference between the greatest value and the least value. 
For example, consider the following data sets that represent the number of baskets scored by Molly and Kim 
over a five‑game period. The number of baskets Molly scored were {10, 12, 12, 12, 14}, and the number of 
baskets Kim scored were {4, 8, 12, 16, 20}. Both data sets have a mean of 12; however, the number of baskets 
Kim scored in a game has more variability than the number of baskets Molly scored in a game because the 
range for Kim is 4 times as great as the range for Molly. Additionally, the range is unaffected by values that 
are not the extremes of a data set.

 y To find the range of a data set, ask students to identify the greatest and least values. Then, ask 
students to find the difference between those two values. This data set shows the number of text 
messages each of 8 students received on Monday.

{24, 11, 4, 7, 19, 3, 15, 7}

The greatest value in the data set is 24 text messages. The least value in the data set is 3 text 
messages. Therefore, the range of the data set is 24 – 3 = 21 text messages. Visually, the range of 
a data set represents the width of the data set on a horizontal number line. The values of the data 
set all lie within the interval from 3 to 24, which has a width of 21 units.
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 y Ask students to determine what effect changing values has on the range of a data set. For example, 
the data set shown represents the number of hawks spotted by a bird watcher each day for a week.

{3, 1, 7, 6, 9, 2, 2}

Ask students to calculate the range. (For this sample data set, the range is 9 – 1 = 8 hawks.) Then, 
ask students what effect changing individual data values would have on the range. Because the 
range only takes into account the greatest and least values, changes that do not affect those values 
would have no effect on the range. The set can contain gaps and clusters and be skewed left or 
right, yet the range will not illustrate any of these characteristics.

What does the interquartile range of a data set represent?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that interquartile range is the distance between the first 
and third quartiles of a data set and is a measure of variability. Consider again the data set generated by the 
students rolling a number cube until they got a 1: {1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 17}. The first quartile is 2 rolls and the 
third quartile is 9 rolls, so the interquartile range of this data set would be 9 – 2 = 7 rolls. This means that 
the middle 50% of the data can be found between 2 and 9 with an interquartile range of 7 rolls. Additionally, 
know that the term “interquartile range” describes the difference between the first and third quartiles.

 y Ask students to find the interquartile range of a data set by using the following steps:

1. Order the data from least to greatest.

2. Determine the median.

3. Determine the median of both the upper and lower halves of the data.

4. Subtract the median of the lower half of the data from the median of the upper half of the 
data.
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For example, the data set shown represents the number of student absences in a class for 9 days.

{0, 3, 5, 2, 0, 1, 4, 3, 1}

 y The ordered data set is {0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5}. The median is 2 student absences, which separates 

the data into two halves, each containing 4 values. The median of the lower half, {0, 0, 1, 1}, 

is    (0 + 1)
 _____ 2    = 0.5 student absences. The median of the upper half, {3, 3, 4, 5}, is    (3 + 4)

 _____ 2    = 3.5 student 

absences. This means that roughly 50% of the data lies between 0.5 and 3.5. The interquartile 

range is 3.5 – 0.5 = 3 student absences. Ask students to discuss how changing various values 

in the data set may or may not affect the interquartile range. Have students experiment with 

changing the extremes of the data set, as well as the median or, in a set with an even number of 

data values, the two values in the middle of the data set that determine the median. Changing 

the minimum or the maximum or the values that determine the median generally does not 

affect the interquartile range, except in the cases of very small data sets or when the extremes are 

repeated data values. Because the interquartile range is only affected by certain values, changes 

that do not affect those values have no effect on the interquartile range. The set can contain gaps 

and clusters and be skewed left or right, yet the interquartile range will not illustrate any of these 

characteristics.

When does the mean provide the best summary of data?

M.P.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. Know that the mean is appropriate 
for data that are roughly symmetric. For example, the mean is an appropriate measure of center for the data 
set representing the number of hits a baseball player had over an eight‑game stretch, {2, 3, 1, 4, 3, 1, 3, 2}, 
because there are no outliers or clear skew. Additionally, observe that outliers can have an extreme effect on 
the mean of a data set.

 y Ask students to calculate the mean for a data set with and without an outlier. The example data 
set shows the number of visitors to a museum on each of the first 6 days of the week.

{94, 101, 78, 80, 95, 92}

Calculate the mean for the data set, which is 90 visitors. Students should then include an 
additional value in the data set that is an outlier. For the given example, suppose that admission 
to the museum on the seventh day is free and, as a result, the museum has 601 visitors on the 
seventh day. Students should calculate the mean of the new data set, including the outlier. In this 
case, the mean of the new data set is 163 visitors. This mean is much larger than the majority of 
values in the data set and it would be misleading to use this number to describe the average daily 
museum attendance.
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 y Ask students to examine a data set and indicate whether the mean is an appropriate measure of 
center. The example dot plot shows the length of time, rounded to the nearest minute, that it took 
each of 15 students to bicycle from their homes to a local park.

Time to Bicycle to Park (minutes)

1 2 6 7 8 93 4 5 11 1210

In this data set, the mean is not an appropriate measure of center because the data set contains an 
outlier. This can be determined without actually calculating the mean.

When does the median provide the best summary of data?

M.P.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. Know that the median is 
appropriate for data that are very asymmetric. For example, the median is an appropriate measure of 
center for the data set representing the number of letters or characters found in 7 different languages, 
{26, 28, 24, 33, 29, 21, 3000}, because the mean is significantly affected by the outlier of 3000. Additionally, 
observe that changing the extreme data values in the set has no effect on the median.

 y Ask students to calculate the median of a data set and then change the value of the outlier. 
Observe that the median does not change. The example data set shows the number of pages in 
each of 10 best‑selling books.

{185, 199, 220, 235, 240, 255, 290, 301, 302, 988}

Calculate the median; for the example data set, the median is the mean of 240 and 255, which is 
247.5 pages. When the outlier of 988 is changed, as long as it remains greater than 255, the value 
of the median does not change; it will still be the mean of the two middle values, which remain 
240 and 255.
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 y Ask students to calculate the mean and median of a data set with clustering and then decide 
which is more representative of the data set. The example data set shows the ages of 18 people at a 
movie theater that is showing a children’s movie.

{4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 10, 10, 24, 30, 33, 34, 44}

The mean of the example data set is 13   2 _ 3    years. The median of the example data set is the average 

of the middle values, which is 7 years. For this data set, the median is more representative due 

to the strong asymmetric skew. The mean would give the misleading impression that the movie 

being shown is more of a teen movie than a children’s movie.

 y Given a variety of data sets, ask students to calculate both the mean and median and determine 
whether one measure provides the best summary of the data or whether the two measures 
are equally representative. The example data set shows the number of employees that each of 
9 companies located in a particular city has.

{99, 125, 140, 155, 210, 240, 310, 345, 392}

The mean of the data set is 224 employees. The median of the data set is the middle value, 
210 employees. The data set does not contain any clustering nor any outliers, so the mean and the 
median are equally representative.

Key Academic Terms:

mean, median, mode, range, quartile, interquartile range (IQR), measure of center, measure of variation, 
outlier, data set, skew, five‑number summary

Additional Resources:

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, overviews, topic B)

 y Lesson: Centers, spreads, and outliers

http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
https://www.cpalms.org/Public/PreviewResourceLesson/Preview/127995
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Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability

Use real-world and mathematical problems to analyze data and demonstrate an 
understanding of statistical variability and measures of center.

23. Calculate, interpret, and compare measures of center (mean, median, mode) and 
variability (range and interquartile range) in real-world data sets .

b . Interpret the measures of center and variability in the context of a problem .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What does an outlier represent and how can it affect measures of center or variability?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Know that an outlier refers to a value that is inconsistent with the 
data set because it is either much greater or much less than the other values in the data set and that 
such values can cause some measures of center or variability to be unrepresentative. Use context 
to determine the importance of the outlier. For example, if the prices of 6 bikes on a rack are 
{$85, $90, $105, $110, $120, $360}, then the value $360 is an outlier because it is a much higher price than 
all other values and skews the mean so much that it no longer represents the other values. Additionally, 
observe that outliers typically have less of an effect on the median than on the mean. 

 y Ask students to identify outliers in listed data sets, such as the set described previously, as well as 
in data displays. For example, the dot plot shows the number of hours each of 10 employees at a 
store worked last week.

Hours Worked Last Week

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

The value 5 is an outlier because it is much lower than all the other values. Outliers can also be 
much higher than the other values.
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 y Ask students to calculate measures of center and measures of variability given a data set with an 
outlier, and then compare those values to the respective values of the data set when the outlier 
is removed. In the data set represented by the dot plot shown above, the mean is 33 hours, the 
median is 35 hours, and the range is 35 hours. After removing the outlier of 5 hours, the mean 
is approximately 36.1 hours, the median remains at 35 hours, and the range is 10 hours. If the 
outlier were even more extreme (e.g., if the employee who worked only 5 hours last week instead 
worked 0 hours last week), the mean would be affected even more, while the median would 
remain unchanged. The farther the outlier is from the rest of the data set, the greater the effect it 
has on the mean and range.

 y Ask students to calculate the mode of a given data set, interpret it, and explain how it is affected 
by outliers. In the data set represented by the dot plot shown above, the mode is 40 hours because 
more employees worked 40 hours last week than any other number of hours. After removing the 
outlier, the mode is still 40 hours. If the outlier were even more extreme (e.g., if the employee who 
worked only 5 hours last week instead worked 0 hours last week), the mode would still remain 
unchanged.

What are quartiles and how do they divide data?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Know that quartiles represent three values, including the median, that are 
used to divide a set of data into fourths. For example, if seven people are asked how long they have had 
their current car, the data set may consist of the values {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 10, 14}. The three quartiles are 4 years 
(first quartile), 8 years (median), and 10 years (third quartile). Additionally, observe that quartiles, like the 
median, may or may not be actual values in the data set, depending on the number of values in the data set. 
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 y Ask students to find the quartiles of a data set given the data set. The following data set shows the 
number of books each of thirteen people currently have checked out from a public library.

{1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13}

To find the quartiles, students start by counting the number of values and arranging the values 
in increasing order. Students then find the middle value. For the data set shown, because there 
are thirteen values, the seventh value, 5 books, is the median. Students find the first quartile by 
finding the median of the lower half of the data set, {1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4}. Since there is an even number 
of values in this part of the data set, the first quartile is the mean of the two middle values, 
2 and 3, which is 2.5 books. Likewise, students find the third quartile by finding the median of 
the upper half of the data set, {6, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13}. The third quartile is the mean of the two middle 
values of the upper half, 8 and 10. Therefore, the third quartile is 9 books. Ask students to look at 
how the quartiles and the median divide the data set.

{1, 1, 2}, {3, 4, 4}, {6, 6, 8}, {10, 11, 13}

Observe that the quartiles and the median section the data approximately into fourths. Each 
section of the data has approximately 25% of the data points.

 y Ask students to find the quartiles of a data set given a dot plot. The following dot plot shows the 
number of flights with late arrivals at a small airport on each of 25 days.

Daily Late Arrivals

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number of Flights

Because there are 25 values in the data set, the median will be the thirteenth data point, which 
can be found by counting from either end of the dot plot. The median number of flights with late 
arrivals per day is 3 flights. Each half of the data set contains 12 values. For each of these halves, 
the median will be the mean of the sixth and seventh values in the data set. For the lower half, 
students should find the median by counting from the left end of the dot plot to find the sixth 
and seventh values, which are 1 and 1, so the first quartile is 1 flight. For the upper half, students 
should find the median by counting from the right end of the dot plot to find the sixth and 
seventh values, which are 5 and 4, respectively, so the third quartile is 4.5 flights.
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What is the interquartile range and how does it differ from the range?

M.P.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. Know that while the range indicates variability within a data set 
by accounting for the difference between the greatest value and the smallest value, the interquartile range 
indicates variability within a data set by accounting for the difference between the third (upper) quartile 
and the first (lower) quartile. Often, the interquartile range helps to summarize the measure of spread better 
than the range because it is less affected by outliers than the range.

 y Ask students to calculate the interquartile range of a given data set. The following data set shows 
the number of questions each of 12 teams answered correctly in a trivia contest.

{5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22}

To find the interquartile range, students should start by finding the first and third quartiles. 
For this data set, the first quartile is the mean of 8 and 11, which is 9.5 questions, and the 
third quartile is the mean of 17 and 19, which is 18 questions. Then, to find the interquartile 
range, subtract the first quartile from the third quartile. The interquartile range in this case is 
18 – 9.5 = 8.5 questions.

 y Ask students to change values in a data set and determine the effect, if any, the changes have on 
the range and the interquartile range. Guide the students’ investigations by challenging them to 
make changes to their data and create new data sets that have:

 { the same interquartile range as the original data set, but a different range,
 { a larger interquartile range than the original data set, but a smaller range,
 { both the same interquartile range and the same range as the original data set, but is a 

different set of data, and
 { a range that is the same as its interquartile range.
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 y Ask students to compare the range and interquartile range of a data set with outliers. The 
following data set shows the total number of raffle tickets sold by each of 10 students.

{1, 10, 12, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 78}

Have students determine the range by subtracting the least value in the data set from the greatest. 
For the example data set, the range is 78 – 1 = 77 raffle tickets. Then, have students determine 
the interquartile range by first determining the upper and lower quartiles and then finding the 
difference. For the example data set, the interquartile range is 20 – 12 = 8 raffle tickets. Have 
students discuss which measure (range or interquartile range) is more representative of the data 
in the set. For the example data set, the interquartile range is more representative of the data in 
the set because of the outlier of 78 raffle tickets.

How do context and the shape of a data distribution help determine the measure of 
variability to use to describe a data set?

M.P.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. Use context and the shape of a data 
distribution to determine the measure of variability to describe a data set. For example, if the data set has 
extreme outliers, it makes sense to use the median for the measure of center because it is less sensitive 
to extreme values, and therefore it also makes sense to use the interquartile range for the measure of 
variability. Additionally, observe that for some data sets, multiple measures of variability and measures of 
center might all be equally representative of the data.
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 y Ask students to determine the most appropriate measure of variability and measure of center for 
a given data set. Whether the range or the interquartile range is a more appropriate measure of 
variability depends, in part, on the purpose of the data. When taking into account the extreme 
values is important, then the range may be a more appropriate measure. When it is important to 
consider a larger portion of the data set, then the interquartile range may be a more appropriate 
measure. The example dot plot shows the number of cars waiting at an intersection at a specific 
time each hour for 12 hours.

Cars Waiting at Intersection

0 1 2 6 7 8 93 4 5 10
Number of Cars

If the data is being used to program a map application about typical traffic flow, the interquartile 
range is more appropriate. The purpose of the data is to get a general estimate of the travel time 
that will be correct most of the time. On the other hand, if the data is being used to estimate the 
maximum travel time between destinations, then the range may be a more appropriate measure 
of variability in this case because the extreme values, however rare they may be, are still important 
to take into account.

 y Considering the conditions under which data in a data set were collected, ask students to discuss 
which measure of variability and which measure of center is likely to be the most representative 
of the data set. For example, given a data set of wind speeds all taken from the same place each 
minute for 15 minutes, students could expect there to be few outliers and expect that the data will 
be generally clustered. Therefore, the range and the interquartile range are likely to be equally 
representative of the data set’s variability. Likewise, the mean and the median are likely to be 
equally representative of the data set’s center. Discuss what changes might affect the answers. 
In the example given, if there were infrequent wind gusts during the data collection period, the 
resulting data may have an outlier, which would generally mean that the range would become less 
representative of the data set’s variability and the mean would become less representative of the 
data set’s center.
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Key Academic Terms:

measure of center, measure of variability, mean, median, interquartile range (IQR), outlier, mode

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Line plot representation of deviation from the mean

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, overviews, topic C)

 y Lesson: Shape, center, and spread

https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.sp.deviation/line-plot-representation-of-deviation-from-the-mean/#.X9u7ONhKiUk
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/601059/shape-center-and-spread
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Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability

Use real-world and mathematical problems to analyze data and demonstrate an 
understanding of statistical variability and measures of center.

24. Represent numerical data graphically, using dot plots, line plots, histograms, stem and 
leaf plots, and box plots .

a . Analyze the graphical representation of data by describing the center, spread, 
shape (including approximately symmetric or skewed), and unusual features 
(including gaps, peaks, clusters, and extreme values) .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What does the term “frequency” indicate and how can it be represented?

M.P.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Know that the frequency of a specific data value refers to the 
number of times it occurs within a data set and that such information can be organized and displayed on 
a dot plot or histogram. For example, a gardener counted the number of flower buds on 7 rosebushes he 
was growing and recorded the information in the following list: {1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 2, 2}. The frequency for each 
number of flower buds can be represented with a dot plot in which dots are placed over points on a number 
line to represent that there are two rosebushes with 1 flower bud, three rosebushes with 2 flower buds, and 
two rosebushes with 3 flower buds. Additionally, any value not in the data set has a frequency of 0. 
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 y Ask students to construct a dot plot that shows the frequency of a data set. The sample data set 
shown represents the number of times each of 10 students had a haircut in the last 6 months.

{0, 3, 3, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2}

Suggest strategies to make sure students do not miss recording any data when creating their dot 
plot. Some strategies might include:

 { arranging the data in numerical order,
 { crossing off each value in the set as it is plotted, and
 { counting the total number of dots and comparing it to the total number of values in the data 

set.

The dot plot shown displays the sample data set.

Haircuts in the
Last 6 Months

0 1 2 3
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 y Ask students to re‑create a data set that is represented by a given line plot. The following line plot 
shows the number of students at each of 8 swimming classes Maria taught.

73 4 5 6

Maria’s
Swimming Classes

Number of Students

Students should create the data set {3, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7}, although the values in the data set can 
be listed in any order. Ask students questions about the data set. Along with each question, ask 
students whether the line plot or the set of values is more useful for answering the question or 
whether each representation of the data set is equally useful. Sample questions, with answers in 
parentheses, include the following:

 { What is the frequency of the value 6 in Maria’s data set? (4) 
The frequency of the value 6 is indicated by the number of Xs above the 6 in the line plot.

 { Which value or values have the smallest nonzero frequency? (3 and 7) 
The values of 3 and 7 have the smallest nonzero frequency because they are the values with 
only one X above them.

 { Are there values with a frequency of 0? (any number except 3, 5, 6, and 7) 
The value of 4 is the one most apparent in the line plot, but other values, such as 2 and 8, 
also have a frequency of 0 because none of those values would have an X above them if the 
line plot were extended.

 y Ask students to determine the median of a data set that is represented by a given dot plot. In 
addition to recreating the original data set, students could determine the median solely from the 
plot. The following plot shows the ages of children on a youth baseball team.

139 10 11 12

Baseball Players

Age in Years

Since the data set has 9 values, the middle value is the fifth value in the data set. The first column 
of the dot plot (9) encompasses the first two values. The second column of the dot plot (10) 
encompasses the third, fourth, and fifth values. Therefore, the median value is 10.
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What is a histogram and how does it show frequency differently than a dot plot?

M.P.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Know that while a dot plot displays the frequency of each 
individual value in a data set, a histogram uses a bar to display values within equal intervals. For example, 
when displaying the ages of attendees at a fair, a histogram might display the data values within the intervals 
0 to 9, 10 to 19, 20 to 29, 30 to 39, and so on, instead of displaying data for each individual age within those 
intervals. Additionally, know that because a histogram does not display individual values, it is not possible 
to calculate some other statistical measures (mean, median, mode), although a range of possible values can 
be calculated for some statistical measures. 

 y Ask students to construct a histogram from a given data set. The following data set shows the 
grade level of each of twelve students acting in a community play.

{1, 3, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9, 10, 10, 11, 12}

Students should discuss what is reasonable for possible ranges for the histogram, provided that 
the ranges have the same span and the ranges take into account the minimum and maximum for 
the data set. For example, if one of the ranges is 3–8, then each range should cover six possible 
grade levels. The larger the span of each range, the less useful the histogram is likely to be. The 
smaller the span of each range, the more useful the histogram is likely to be; however, as the 
number of ranges increases, the histogram may become more difficult to read. In the example, 
because the data covers students from first grade through twelfth grade, using ranges of 1–4, 5–8, 
and 9–12 is probably the most reasonable. These ranges also roughly correspond with elementary, 
middle, and high school, which might be information the histogram is trying to convey. The 
histogram shown represents the example data set. Note that there are no spaces between the bars 
of a histogram, unlike bar graphs.

Grade Levels of
Students in Play

Grade Level

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1–4 5–8 9–12

St
ud

en
ts
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 y Ask students to re‑create a data set that could be represented by a given histogram. The example 
histogram shows the number of times per week that people floss their teeth.

Flossing Frequency

Times Flossed Per Week

Pe
op

le

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0–2 3–5 6–8 9–11

The first bar indicates that there are four data values in the 0–2 range. Students could choose 
any combination of four values from that range. Likewise, the second bar indicates that there 
are six values in the 3–5 range. Student could choose any combination of six values in the 3–5 
range, three values in the 6–8 range, and one value in the 9–11 range. One possible data set 
is {0, 0, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 7, 7, 11}. Once students have created their data sets, ask them to 
compare their data sets.
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 y Ask students to determine a range for the mean of a data set represented by a given histogram. 
The following histogram shows the number of letters in each of 25 students’ last names.

Letters in Students’
Last Names

Letters

St
ud

en
ts

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

3–5 6–8 9–11 12–14

To find the least possible value for the mean, students should identify the least possible value in 
each range presented in the histogram and then assume all members of the data set in that range 
have the least possible value. In the example histogram, students can start by assuming all 6 data 
values in the 3–5 range have a value of 3; all 10 data values in the 6–8 range have a value of 6; and 
so on.

 { Here, the least possible mean is: 
[(3 × 6) + (6 × 10) + (9 × 7) + (12 × 2)] ÷ 25 = 6.6 letters.

 { Likewise, the greatest possible mean is: 
[(5 × 6) + (8 × 10) + (11 × 7) + (14 × 2)] ÷ 25 = 8.6 letters.

Therefore, the mean must be somewhere between 6.6 and 8.6 letters.

 y Ask students to determine a range for the median of a data set represented by a given histogram. 
Using the same histogram as before, have students identify which value is the middle value, 
since the set has an odd number of values. In the example set, the thirteenth value is the middle 
one, since 12 values in the set must be less than or equal to it and 12 values in the set must be 
greater than or equal to it. The first range in the histogram (3–5) encompasses 6 values, and the 
next range (6–8) encompasses 10 values, so the 6–8 range must encompass the 13th value in 
the data set. Therefore, the median must lie in the 6–8 range. Furthermore, because there is an 
odd number of values in the data set, the median must be 6, 7, or 8 letters. If there were an even 
number of values in the data set, then the median could also be 6.5 or 7.5 letters, in the cases 
where the middle two values were 6 and 7 or 7 and 8, respectively.
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What is a box plot and how does it represent data?

M.P.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Represent the range, median, interquartile range, first and third 
quartiles, and outliers for a data set with a box plot. For example, give students a scenario in which the 
number of times a group of students rolled a number cube until they got a 1 is {1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 17}. The 
median of this data set is 6, the first quartile is 2, and the third quartile is 9. To construct a box plot for 
this data set, students draw a number line from 1 to 17, mark the median and quartiles above the number 
line, and make a box to show the interquartile range from 2 to 9. Students finish the box plot by drawing 
a line segment that extends from the minimum, 1, to the first quartile, 2, and another line segment from 
the third quartile, 9, to the maximum, 17. Additionally, observe that box plots are useful for identifying 
some key characteristics of a data set, such as the median and the middle 50% of the data, and for visually 
representing variation. However, they obscure other measures of center, such as the mean, and they obscure 
measures of variation that rely on the mean, such as mean absolute deviation.

 y Ask students to construct a box plot from a given data set. The following data set shows the 
number of keys on the key rings of each of ten teachers.

{2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 7, 8, 9}

Ask students to identify the 5 values needed to make a box plot. The median of the data is the 
mean of 4 and 5, which is 4.5 keys. This divides the data set into two halves. The median of the 
lower half is 3 keys, which is the 1st quartile. The median of the upper half is 7 keys, which is the 
3rd quartile. The minimum value is 2 keys and the maximum value is 9 keys. Ask students to use 
those 5 values to construct a box plot. The box plot for the example data set is shown.

Keys on Key Rings

31 2 4 5 6 9 107 8
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 y Ask students to re‑create a data set that could be represented by a given box plot. The example 
box plot shows the number of junk emails each of 11 people received yesterday.

Junk Emails Received

53 4 6 7 8 11 129 10

Because there are 11 data points in the set, the median must be the middle value, so 9 must be 
in the data set. The median divides the data set into two halves, each containing 5 values. Since 
each half contains 5 values, the 1st and 3rd quartiles must also be in the data set, so the data set 
includes 6 and 10. Finally, the minimum and maximum must be in the data set. Based on the box 
plot, students should determine that the data set contains {3, 6, 9, 10, 12}. Students should fill in 
the remaining values; a sample data set might be {3, 4, 6, 7, 7, 9, 9, 10, 10, 11, 12}.

Once students have created their data sets, ask them to compare their data sets.
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 y Ask students to determine a range for the mean of a data set represented by a given box 
plot. Using the same “Junk Emails Received” box plot, have students identify which values 
are definitely in the box plot and which values can be chosen. The median, first and third 
quartiles, maximum, and minimum are definitely in the box plot. The remaining six values 
can be chosen. Students should find the least possible mean of the data set by assuming all 
six adjustable values are as small as possible. For this box plot, the data set with the smallest mean 
is {3, 3, 6, 6, 6, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 12} and it has a mean value of about 7.55. Likewise, the data set with 
the greatest mean is {3, 6, 6, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12} and it has a mean value of about 8.73.

What is a stem and leaf plot and how does it represent data?

M.P.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. Represent data points as a “stem” (the first digit or digits) and a 
“leaf ” (typically the last digit) to make a stem and leaf plot. For example, give students a scenario where 
the ages of the people in a family are 10, 13, 17, 48, and 51 years old. Each age can be represented in a 
table as the tens digit being the stem on the left of a vertical line and the ones digits being the leaves on the 
right. Additionally, stem and leaf plots can represent decimal numbers or whole numbers with more than 
two digits. 

 y Ask students to create a stem and leaf plot from a given data set. For example, the data set of the 
high temperatures for a given 10 days, in degrees Fahrenheit, is shown. 

{101, 98, 92, 86, 84, 92, 90, 89, 86, 85}

It may be helpful to first arrange the temperatures from least to greatest. Then, students 
determine the key of the stem and leaf plot. Since there are both two‑digit and three‑digit 
numbers in the data set, the key is to use the ones digits for the leaves and the hundreds and tens 
digits for the stems. The stems needed are 8, 9, and 10, representing the temperatures in the 80s, 
90s, and 100s. The stem and leaf plot should then have the ones digits to the right of each stem in 
increasing numerical order, as shown.

8 | 4 = 84°F
Key

10
0  2  2  8
1

8 4  5  6  6  9
9

High Temperature

Note that temperatures that are repeated in the data set also have each of the ones digits repeated 
to show the frequency. That is why there are two 6s in the 80s row and two 2s in the 90s row of 
the table.
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 y Ask students to read a given stem and leaf plot to determine information about a data set. For 
example, the stem and leaf plot shows the heights, in centimeters, of seedlings a class is growing.

0 | 8 = 0.8 centimeters
Key

2
3

0  1  2  4  6  6  7  7  7  7  9

0

0 8  8  9
1

Seedling Heights

The information given in the stem and leaf plot allows students to see the total number of 
seedlings is 15 because there are 15 digits on the leaf side of the plot. Students can also easily 
see the spread and shape of the data, like in a box plot or histogram. Further, because stem and 
leaf plots include all the data points, they can still find the exact values of the data set for other 
information, like measures of center or variability.

Key Academic Terms:

variation, data, spread, statistical question, frequency, dot plot, histogram, box plot, outlier, range, 
minimum, maximum, stem and leaf plot

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: Shape, center, and spread

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, overviews, topic D)

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/601059/shape-center-and-spread
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
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Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability

Use real-world and mathematical problems to analyze data and demonstrate an 
understanding of statistical variability and measures of center.

24. Represent numerical data graphically, using dot plots, line plots, histograms, stem and 
leaf plots, and box plots .

b . Use graphical representations of real-world data to describe the context from 
which they were collected .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the distribution of a data set be described?

M.P.7. Look for and make use of structure. Interpret the distribution of data in terms of its center, spread, 
and overall shape. For example, describe a dot plot of exam scores as being skewed left, skewed right, or 
symmetric. Additionally, identify clusters, peaks, and gaps in a distribution and explain how these affect the 
distribution’s center and spread. 
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 y Ask students to create dot plots that show different distributions. Each student should select 
skewed left, skewed right, or symmetric. Also, each student should select at least one other 
criterion, such as having clusters of data, peaks, or gaps in the distribution. For example, a student 
may decide to create a distribution that is skewed right and has two peaks.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Another student may decide to create a distribution that is symmetric and has two gaps.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

After each student has created a dot plot, ask students to exchange dot plots. Each student should 
then identify whether the given dot plot shows a distribution that is skewed left, skewed right, 
or symmetric. Each student should also identify any other terms that describe the distribution 
shown on the given dot plot.
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 y To illustrate symmetry in data distributions, provide students with part of a symmetric data set. 
The partial data set could be presented as a list, a set, or a dot plot, as shown. The center of the 
data set should be clearly indicated. For example, tell students that the center of a data set is 7 and 
that some of the data is shown in the following dot plot.

95 6 7 8

Ask students to complete the data set based on the data set’s symmetry and the given center. The 
completed data set for this example is shown below.

95 6 7 8
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 y Provide students with a histogram. For example, the histogram shown represents the number of 
videos watched on a video website by 50 different people in the last week.

Videos Watched Last Week

Number of Videos
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Ask students to identify terms that describe the data distribution. For this example, students 
might identify the distribution as roughly symmetric with a single peak and no gaps. Ask students 
to identify and ask questions about the limitations of describing the data set when the data set is 
presented as a histogram. Possible questions include:

 { Could there be a gap between 15 and 19 where there are no student responses?
 { Could the data set actually have multiple peaks?
 { Could the data set actually be skewed right or left instead of roughly symmetric?

Students should observe that some information about the data set is lost when using a histogram. 
For example, of the 13 respondents that watched between 15 and 19 videos, it is possible that 7 
of them watched 15 videos and 6 of them watched 19 videos. This hypothetical set of responses 
would mean there actually is a gap in the data set at 16, 17, and 18 videos, although that gap is 
not visible in the histogram. Such a distribution would also create multiple peaks in the data set 
that are not visible in the histogram. However, the overall shape of the data set is most likely still 
roughly symmetric; it is not possible for most of the responses to actually be in the 5–9 range, for 
example. Ask students to also discuss the limitations of other forms of data presentation, such as 
box plots.
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 y Ask students to determine measures of center and variability given a stem and leaf plot. For 
example, ask students to find the median and range of the following stem and leaf plot about 
annual precipitation amounts in some cities in Alabama.

50 | 1 = 50.1 inches
Key

52 1
53 1  2  3  4  6  7
54 0  3  3  5  6
55 0

50 1
51

Annual Average Precipitation

The range of the data is found by subtracting the least value from the greatest value, 
55.0 – 50.1 = 4.9 inches. There are 14 data points, so the median is between the seventh and 
eighth values, which are 53.6 and 53.7. The median is 53.65 inches. Other characteristics of the 
data are also easily found, like outliers, clusters, the interquartile range, etc.

Key Academic Terms:

distribution, frequency, center, spread, shape, skew, symmetric, cluster, peak, gap

Additional Resources:

 y Lesson: What does the data tell us? Describing data

 y Lesson: Shape, center, and spread

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, overviews, topic A)

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, student materials, topic A, lesson 2)

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, student materials, topic A, lesson 3)

 y Lessons: EngageNY Resources (Select Mathematics Curriculum Modules and go to grade 6, 
module 6, student materials, topic A, lesson 4)

https://betterlesson.com/lesson/435756/what-does-the-data-tell-us-describing-data
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/601059/shape-center-and-spread
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/engageny
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Geometry and Measurement

Graph polygons in the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems.

25. Graph polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates of the vertices to solve real-
world and mathematical problems .

a . Determine missing vertices of a rectangle with the same x-coordinate or the same 
y-coordinate when graphed in the coordinate plane .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the attributes of shapes be used to identify figures or determine the coordinates 
of figures on a coordinate plane?

M.P.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. Use the coordinate plane and the 
characteristics of shapes to justify the shape of a drawn figure. For example, consider that a quadrilateral 
with one set of opposite sides having lengths of 5 units, the other set of opposite sides having lengths of 
3 units, and having all right angles, must be a rectangle. Additionally, determine the locations of the vertices 
of a polygon given the attributes of the shape. 

 y Ask students to classify a polygon created by plotting a set of vertices. For example, a polygon that 
is constructed by connecting the points (–1, 6), (–1, 1), (2, 0), (4, 3), (1, 6), and (–1, 6) in order is 
classified as a pentagon since it has five sides.

y
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 y Ask students to determine the location of a vertex or vertices to complete a designated polygon. 
For example, given the coordinates of (1, 2) and (1, 5) as two consecutive vertices of a square, the 
side length can be determined as 3 units by counting the number of tick marks from 2 to 5 along 
the y‑axis. Additional vertices are plotted at (4, 2) and (4, 5) by counting 3 tick marks to the right 
along the x‑axis from each of the given points. An alternate solution exists by plotting points at 
(–2, 2) and (–2, 5).

6

5

4

3

2

1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

y

x

Key Academic Terms:

vertices, coordinates, coordinate plane, axis, attributes, ordered pair, line segment, x‑axis, y‑axis, signed 
number, positive, negative, origin

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Polygons in the coordinate plane

 y Lesson: Polygons on the coordinate grid

 y Lesson: Measuring polygons on the coordinate plane

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW6KBYSMlZs
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/544049/polygons-on-the-coordinate-grid
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/17-18/measuring-polygons-on-the-coordinate-plane/
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Geometry and Measurement

Graph polygons in the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems.

25. Graph polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates of the vertices to solve real-
world and mathematical problems .

b . Use coordinates to find the length of a side between points having the same 
x-coordinate or the same y-coordinate .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the coordinate plane be used to determine the side length of figures?

M.P.6. Attend to precision. Utilize the axes on the coordinate plane as a measurement tool to determine 
side length. For example, if the vertices of the base of a triangle are plotted at (–3, 0) and (4, 0), then the 
length of the base can be determined as 7 units by counting the number of tick marks from –3 to 4 along 
the x‑axis. Additionally, when the height of the triangle is given to be 4 units, a third vertex can be plotted at 
(4, 4), and then the height and base length can be used to calculate the area. 

 y Ask students to plot points on the coordinate plane to create polygons that have a set of given 
attributes. For example, given a right triangle with two legs measuring 5 units that each have a 
vertex at (–2, 0), plot additional points at (3, 0) and (–2, 5). Alternate solutions also exist, such as 
plotting points at (–2, –5) and (–7, –5).
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 y Ask students to create polygons in the coordinate plane to represent grid‑based movement. For 
example, the journey a car takes can be shown on a coordinate plane. The locations that the car 
stops on its journey after starting at (4, 1) are represented by (10, 1), (10, 5), (5, 5), (5, 3), and 
(4, 3), and then the car goes back to the same starting point at (4, 1). If units are measured in 
kilometers and movement is restricted to the horizontal and vertical directions, as with many city 
streets, how far is the journey? 
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1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

y

x

Calculate the distance traveled by counting the tick marks along the x‑ and y‑axes. Students 
should determine that the distance is 6 + 4 + 5 + 2 + 1 + 2 = 20 kilometers.

Key Academic Terms:

vertices, coordinates, coordinate plane, axis

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Polygons in the coordinate plane

 y Lesson: Polygons on the coordinate grid

 y Lesson: Measuring polygons on the coordinate plane

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW6KBYSMlZs
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/544049/polygons-on-the-coordinate-grid
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/17-18/measuring-polygons-on-the-coordinate-plane/
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Geometry and Measurement

Graph polygons in the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems.

25. Graph polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates of the vertices to solve real-
world and mathematical problems .

c . Calculate perimeter and area of a polygon graphed in the coordinate plane 
(limiting to polygons in which consecutive vertices have the same x-coordinate or 
the same y-coordinate) .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the perimeter of a rectangle graphed on the coordinate plane be calculated?

M.P.6 Attend to precision. Use the axes of the coordinate plane as a tool for measuring the lengths, in units, 
of each side of a rectangle. Then add all the side lengths together to determine the perimeter. For example, 
a rectangle is graphed on the coordinate plane such that the vertices are located at (1, 1), (1, 3), (5, 3), and 
(5, 1). Using the grid as a measurement tool, it can be determined that the distance between (1, 1) and 
(1, 3) is 2 units, the distance between (1, 3) and (5, 3) is 4 units, the distance between (5, 3) and (5, 1) is 
2 units, and the distance between (5, 1) and (1, 1) is 4 units. The perimeter of the rectangle is equal to 
2 + 4 + 2 + 4, which is 12 units. Additionally, determine the perimeters of polygons with more than 4 sides 
that are graphed on the coordinate plane.
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 y Provide students with two different polygons graphed on the coordinate plane. Ask them to 
determine and compare the perimeters of the polygons. For example, provide students with the 
following two polygons. 

8
7
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2
1

2 31 4 5 6 7 80

y

x

Using the coordinate grid to measure the perimeters, it can be determined that both polygons 
have a perimeter of 12 units. 
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 y Provide students with the coordinates of two vertices of a rectangle. Ask them to identify the 
other two vertices so that the rectangle has a particular perimeter. For example, provide students 
with the vertices (1, 2) and (1, 4) shown. 
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x

Then ask students to locate two additional vertices so that a rectangle with a perimeter of 14 units 
is created. In this case, vertices located at the coordinates (6, 2) and (6, 4) will create a rectangle 
with a perimeter of 14 units. 
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Make note that this is the only rectangle that will be entirely in this quadrant. If the graph is 
extended to include negative x‑values, another rectangle is possible. 
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How can the area of a rectangle graphed on the coordinate plane be determined?

M.P.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. Use the axes of the coordinate plane as a tool for measuring the 
length and width, in units, of a rectangle and then multiply the values together to determine the area, in 
square units. For example, a rectangle is graphed on the coordinate plane such that the vertices are located 
at (2, 0), (2, 5), (4, 5), and (4, 0). Using the grid as a measurement tool, students can determine that the 
length of the figure is 2 units and the width of the figure is 5 units. As such, the area is 10 square units 
because 2 × 5 = 10. Additionally, determine the area of a polygon graphed on the coordinate plane by 
counting the total number of squares inside the polygon.

 y Provide students with a rectangle graphed on the coordinate grid. Ask them to determine the 
length and width in order to calculate the area. Then ask students to create another rectangle 
on the coordinate grid that has the same area but different side lengths. For example, provide 
students with the rectangle with coordinates (1, 1), (1, 5), (4, 5), and (4, 1) as shown. 
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Ask students to use the grid to determine the length and width and then use those dimensions 
to calculate the area. In this case, a length of 4 units multiplied by a width of 3 units shows that 
the rectangle has an area of 12 square units. Now ask students to create a rectangle with an area 
of 12 square units with side lengths other than 3 units and 4 units. One possibility could be a 
rectangle with a length of 6 units and width of 2 units, as shown.
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 y Ask students to calculate the area of a polygon given the coordinates of the vertices on the 
coordinate plane. For example, given the vertices of (–9, 1), (–9, 4), (2, 1), and (2, 4), the length of 
the rectangle is determined to be 11 units by counting the tick marks between –9 and 2 along the 
x‑axis. The width is determined as 3 units by counting the tick marks between 1 and 4 along the 
y‑axis. The lengths of the sides can then be used to find that the area of the rectangle is 33 square 
units.
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 y Provide students with a polygon. Ask them to decompose it into two separate rectangles for the 
purpose of calculating the total area. For example, provide students with the following polygon. 
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The polygon can be divided into two separate rectangles as shown. 
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The rectangle on the left has a width of 2 units and a length of 6 units. The rectangle on the right 
has a width of 3 units and a length of 3 units. The total area of the figure is equal to 21 square 
units because (2 × 6) + (3 × 3) = 12 + 9 = 21. Note that the area could also be determined by 
counting the total number of squares inside the polygon.

Key Academic Terms:

vertices, coordinates, coordinate plane, axis, line segment, area, perimeter, polygon, irregular figure, 
ordered pair, signed number, distance

Additional Resources:

 y Video: Polygons in the coordinate plane

 y Lesson: Polygons on the coordinate grid

 y Lesson: Measuring polygons on the coordinate plane

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW6KBYSMlZs
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/544049/polygons-on-the-coordinate-grid
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sponsored-content/unexpected-math/17-18/measuring-polygons-on-the-coordinate-plane/
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Geometry and Measurement

Solve real-world and mathematical problems to determine area, surface area, and 
volume.

Note: Students must select and use the appropriate unit for the attribute being 
measured when determining length, area, angle, time, or volume.

26. Calculate the area of triangles, special quadrilaterals, and other polygons by 
composing and decomposing them into known shapes .

a . Apply the techniques of composing and decomposing polygons to find area in the 
context of solving real-world and mathematical problems .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How can the formula for the area of a rectangle be used to find the area of a 
parallelogram?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Use a concrete model to visualize a triangular 
portion from one side of a parallelogram “cut off ” and repositioned on the other side of the parallelogram 
to create a rectangle so that the base of the parallelogram equals the length of the new rectangle and the 
height of the parallelogram equals the width of the new rectangle. For example, a parallelogram with a base 
of 10 inches and a height of 5 inches can be changed to create a rectangle with a length of 10 inches and a 
width of 5 inches that has an equivalent area. Additionally, observe that it is the height of the parallelogram, 
not the measurement of the slant height, that determines the area. 
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 y Ask students to manipulate the concrete model of a parallelogram into a rectangle in order 
to determine the area of the parallelogram. In the example shown, a student has shaded the 
triangular portion of the figure formed by the dashed line labeled with a height of 6 inches and 
repositioned the triangular piece to form a rectangle in order to calculate the area as 54 square 
inches.
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 y Ask students to manipulate a concrete model of a rectangle into a parallelogram of the same 
area by removing a trapezoidal piece from one end and placing it at the other end. In the given 
example, a student has drawn a nonparallel line to divide the rectangle and removed the shaded 
region so as to place it at the other end, creating a parallelogram with the same area of 56 square 
inches.
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Ask students to compare their parallelograms and observe that even though their parallelograms 
appear different and the lengths of the sides of their parallelograms are different, the bases and 
heights are equivalent and therefore the areas are also equivalent.
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How can the formula for the area of a parallelogram be used to find the area of a triangle?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Use a concrete model to demonstrate that 
a parallelogram with base b and height h can be divided into two equal triangles each with base b and 
height h, so the area of a triangle with base b and height h is half the area of a parallelogram with base b 
and height h. For example, the area of a parallelogram with a base of 8 centimeters and a height of 
4 centimeters is 8 × 4 square centimeters, so the area of a triangle with a base of 8 centimeters and a height 
of 4 centimeters is half of 8 × 4 square centimeters. Additionally, two identical triangles with areas of 
10 square centimeters can be joined to form a parallelogram with an area of 10 × 2 square centimeters. 

 y Ask students to bisect a concrete model of a parallelogram into two triangles of equal size so 
that the area of each triangle measures half the area of the parallelogram. For example, bisect a 
parallelogram with a base of 10 inches and a height of 6 inches to create two triangles, each with 
an area of 30 square inches.

area = 30 in.2

6 in.

10 in.

area = 30 in.2

6 in.

10 in.

area = 60 in.2

10 in.

6 in.

 y Ask students to create two identical concrete models of a triangle, each with a base of 
7 centimeters and a height of 4 centimeters, and join two congruent sides together to form a 
parallelogram that has twice the area of each triangle. In the example shown, determine that each 
triangle has an area of 14 square centimeters because the constructed parallelogram has an area of 
28 square centimeters.

7 cm

4 cm

7 cm

4 cm

7 cm

4 cm

area = 28 cm2
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How can the area of a composite figure be determined using the area of smaller figures?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Know that if a composite figure is decomposed 
into smaller figures, then the area of the composite figure is equal to the sum of the areas of the smaller 
figures. For example, the area of an L‑shaped patio is equal to the sum of the areas of the two rectangles 
that combine to make the L‑shaped patio. Additionally, the area of a figure can be calculated by subtracting 
areas of smaller figures from larger figures. For example, the area of the L‑shaped patio is equal to the area 
of a large rectangle minus the area of the rectangle that is not part of the patio.

 y Ask students to determine the area of a composite figure by decomposing into smaller figures 
and calculating the sum of the areas of the smaller figures. In the example shown, students have 
determined the square footage of an apartment by using rectangles and a triangle. The total area 
is equal to the sum of the two rectangles and the triangle: 300 + 300 + 150 = 750 square feet.
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12 ft.

20 ft.
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 y Ask students to calculate the area of a shape that is “missing” pieces from the whole. 

For example, the area of a stop sign can be calculated by subtracting the areas of 

four right triangles on the corners from the encompassing square. The following image 

shows a square of 29 inches × 29 inches = 841 square inches. The area of each corner 

triangle is    1 _ 2     × 8.5 × 8.5 = 36.125 square inches. Therefore, the area of the stop sign is 

841 – (4 × 36.125) = 696.5 square inches.

29 inches

12 inches

STOP
8.5

inches
8.5

inches
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Key Academic Terms:

area, triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, decomposition, composite, base, height, irregular figure, base, 
length, width

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Finding the area of triangles and polygons

 y Video: Area of a triangle: relation to rectangles

 y Video: Area of a triangle

 y Video: Calculating rectangular area | Cyberchase

 y Video: Parallelogram, triangles, etc.

https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.g.drawarea/finding-the-area-of-triangles-and-polygons/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh-math-ee-gtriarea/area-of-a-triangle-relation-to-rectangles/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mkcpt-math-g-areatri/area-of-a-triangle/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/vtl07.math.measure.polg.calcrectar/calculating-rectangular-area-cyberchase/
https://www.mathplanet.com/education/geometry/area/parallelogram-triangles-etc
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Geometry and Measurement

Solve real-world and mathematical problems to determine area, surface area, and 
volume.

Note: Students must select and use the appropriate unit for the attribute being measured 
when determining length, area, angle, time, or volume.

27. Determine the surface area of three-dimensional figures by representing them with 
nets composed of rectangles and triangles to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

What is a net and how is it useful for determining the surface area of a three-dimensional 
figure?

M.P.4. Model with mathematics. Know that a three‑dimensional figure can be “flattened” or “unfolded” to 
create a two‑dimensional figure called a net that shows each face simultaneously, and observe that the sum 
of the area of each face is equal to the entire surface area. For example, the net of a cube with side length 
3 units consists of 6 faces that each have an area of 9 units, making the surface area of the cube 54 square 
units. Additionally, the net of a right square pyramid with base side length 8 units and slant height 5 units 
consists of one square with an area of 64 square units and four triangles, each with an area of 20 square 
units, such that the total surface area is 144 square units.
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 y Ask students to construct a net for a three‑dimensional figure. For example, given a rectangular 
prism with edge lengths of 2 centimeters, 5 centimeters, and 6 centimeters, use graph paper to 
draw a net with side lengths labeled. Additionally, if necessary, cut and fold the nets into the 
rectangular prisms in order to verify the models.

6 cm6 cm 2 cm

5 cm

2 cm

6 cm

6 cm

2 cm
6 cm

5 cm
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 y Ask students to deconstruct a physical model of a three‑dimensional figure into a net and 
calculate the surface area by finding the sum of the areas of the shapes in the net. For example, 
give students a cardboard box with dimensions 12 inches by 15 inches by 3 inches and ask them 
to cut it so that it can be flattened into a net. Then ask them to measure and label side lengths in 
the net to find the surface area of the net. The box can be cut in multiple ways to form a net, with 
two rectangles having areas of 180 square inches each, two rectangles having areas of 45 square 
inches each, and two rectangles having areas of 36 square inches each for a total surface area of 
522 square inches.
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 y Ask students to determine the surface area of a three‑dimensional figure when given a net for the 
figure. For example, for the net shown, the area of each triangle is calculated as 6 square inches, 
the area of the larger rectangle is calculated as 15 square inches, the area of the smaller rectangle 
is calculated as 12 square inches, and the area of the square is calculated as 9 square inches. 
Thus, the surface area of the triangular prism is the total sum, 48 square inches. Additionally, if 
necessary, cut and fold the net in order to construct the three‑dimensional figure.

3 in.

4 in.5 in.
3 in.

4 in.

4 in.

Key Academic Terms:

surface area, net, three‑dimensional, length, width, height, base, area, formula, equation, prism

Additional Resources:

 y Article: 5 expert activities for teaching surface area

 y Video: Nets

 y Video: Prisms with quadrilateral faces

 y Article: Teaching volume and surface area with interactive materials 

http://wilcoxsway.blogspot.com/2018/11/5-expert-activities-for-teaching.html
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mkcpt.math.g.nets/nets/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mkcpt.math.g.quadrilateral.faces/prisms-with-quadrilateral-faces/
https://www.scaffoldedmath.com/2018/06/interactive-volume-and-surface-area.html
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Geometry and Measurement

Solve real-world and mathematical problems to determine area, surface area, and 
volume.

Note: Students must select and use the appropriate unit for the attribute being measured 
when determining length, area, angle, time, or volume.

28. Apply previous understanding of volume of right rectangular prisms to those with 
fractional edge lengths to solve real-world and mathematical problems .

a . Use models (cubes or drawings) and the volume formulas (V = lwh and V = Bh) to 
find and compare volumes of right rectangular prisms .

Guiding Questions with Connections to Mathematical Practices: 

How is the process of determining the volume of prisms with fractional edge lengths 
similar to the process of determining the volume of prisms with whole-number edge 
lengths?

M.P.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Extend previous knowledge of how to calculate 

the volume of prisms with whole‑number edge lengths to prisms with fractional edge lengths, and use 

manipulatives to better conceptualize volume. For example, the process for determining the volume of a 

prism with a length of    1 _ 2    centimeter, a width of    1 _ 3    centimeter, and a height of    1 _ 4    centimeter is the same as 

determining the volume of a prism with a length of 2 centimeters, a width of 3 centimeters, and a height 

of 4 centimeters. Additionally, models of prisms composed of cubes are the same for prisms with whole‑

number edge lengths and fractional edge lengths, with the only difference being the size of the cubes. 
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 y Ask students to find the volume of a cube whose edge lengths are a unit fraction by packing the 

fractional cubes into a unit cube. For example, pack cubes whose edge lengths are    1 _ 2    unit into a 

unit cube, as shown.

1
2 unit

1 unit

The entire unit cube has a volume of 1 cubic unit and 8 identical small cubes fill the unit cube. 

Therefore, each small cube has a volume of    1 _ 8    cubic unit. Observe that this volume is the same as 

would be found by multiplying the edge lengths of the cube, just like for cubes whose edge lengths 

are whole numbers.

 y Ask students to pack a figure with cubes of unit fraction edge length to determine the volume 

of the figure. For example, a manufacturer of cubes packages cubes of edge length    1 _ 2    inch into a 

box that measures 1   1 _ 2    inches by 2 inches by 3 inches. As noted previously, each cube has a volume 

of    1 _ 8    cubic inch. It takes 72 cubes to fill the box, therefore the volume of the box is 9 cubic inches.

3 in.

2 in.
1
21    in.

Observe that the volume of 9 cubic inches is the same as would be found by multiplying the edge 
lengths, just as with right rectangular prisms whose edge lengths are whole numbers.
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 y Ask students to compare processes for finding the volumes of right rectangular prisms having 

whole‑number edge lengths versus fractional edge lengths. For example, ask students to compare 

the process for finding the volume of a prism with the dimensions 5 × 4 × 3 and a prism with the 

dimensions    5 _ 4    ×    4 _ 4    ×    3 _ 4   . Both prisms can be modeled with the same picture.

In the first case, each cube shown is a unit cube and there are 60 cubes. This yields a total volume 

of 60 cubic units. In the second case, each cube shown is a cube that measures    1 _ 4    unit on each edge 

and has a volume of    1 __ 64    cubic unit. As with the first case, there are 60 cubes. This yields a total 

volume of    60 __ 64    of a cubic unit. In both cases, the volume equals the product of the dimensions of 

the figure.

Key Academic Terms:

volume, prism, edge, right rectangular prism, cubic unit, formula, equation

Additional Resources:

 y Activity: Banana bread

 y Activity: Volumes with fractional edge lengths

http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/G/A/2/tasks/657
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/6/G/A/2/tasks/2193
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